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Introduction

The reader is given an understanding of the universe, life-eternal and our part in it, assuming God is real. This is guaranteed through the study of the "Theory of the Unified Mind". It is the faculty of understanding which gives us a better view of what is real and what is not. It also gives us a vision of hope and fulfilment of life in eternity. We take a "Step in Consciousness". We see Creation in completion, with two dimensions suppressed.

The Unified Mind Theory attempts to bring scientific and religious belief systems onto one common denominator. It clears the mind from all pre-conceptions and makes the vision of "oneness" easily accessible to the seeker of Truth, never mind the degree of his or her own deviation from "the centre line in absolute time in our Split in Mind". We, who are God's Son, are torn apart, and in Spirit we meet again when we come together in the now. It is the dimension of absolute time which holds us together as we live in separate bodies and in relative time.

The Unified Mind Theory falls into 2 parts: the physical and the spiritual aspect in Creation. The term "Creation" suggests that what we see, including Life and Consciousness, assumes there must be a Creator, meaning that in His Mind Creation must be perfect and complete, since He stands beyond His Creation and is not subject to it. We do not look at Him, but we look with Him on His Creation. This draws us closer to Him. The physical aspect is that part in us which is strictly mechanical. It is void of life; it is based on math. This gives us a structure of knowledge on which our present-day science stands. It describes our 4-dimensional world as seen from within. It does not include Life at all. For this we need an extra dimension. This is described in the spiritual aspect in us which is based on faith and belief in God, the origin of matter and Life, and all there is in the universe. We are His Son on earth.
In order to combine both aspects, the physical and the spiritual part, into "1 idea" and make both halves fit, as in "1 Body and 1 Spirit Who is His Son in manifestation", our view of the universe had to be adjusted and expanded. With this we mean the whole Body of Creation, which is described in 5 dimensions \( \{x,y,z,t,\tau\} \). \( \tau \) (tau) measures the distance of our 4-dimensional world \( \{x,y,z,t\} \) from our source, or origin also known as "bigbang" in "absolute time", since expansion and contraction of the universe is an absolute, homogenous process and requests its own time. Absolute time is radial and relative time is tangential, with 2 dimensions \( \{y,z\} \) suppressed. Here, our world \( \{x,y,z,t\} \), reduced to \( \{x,t\} \), forms the shell to our sphere in 3 dimensions which holds the centre point within. You don't change in age coming home from space trips either, because relative time is a field vector, and what you gain, relatively seen by speeding away from a point in space, you loose on your return. In the body, you cannot escape the Shell which is subject only to the internal clock of the absolute domain.

The theory of the Unified Mind is presented in the form of a dialogue between the author's ego and his "most inner self", the one who sees the outside in a holistic way. He claims that each voice "resonates" or is at home, with one or the other part of his brain, while the mind in the background watches and sees. This is because there are two lobes resting on one stem, expressing the Idea of the "Unfolding of Life" in an outer, graphical form, and where the "left and right" combine their respective perception at their common root. There is nothing strange about it. It is a new way of looking at things. It is the study of the unified Mind, an easy task the author claims, which brings us our Step in Consciousness to lift us where we can see, over and above the clouds, meaning the clouds which rule the world, the clouds which darken our minds. "The Dream is not real!" It does not last. What comes and goes cannot be real. We wake up and we see the Light.
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1.0 Truth

What is Truth? Truth is that which never changes. Truth is whole; it stands forever. It does not change. The word itself means nothing. It simply "is". It is an idea. We make it our Law; we make it our reference. Now can we bring our illusions into "the Light of Truth" and measure them against the test of eternity.

We must have a name. We call it "Truth". But first we go out from what is true. What is true?

The Truth is true!

Everything else, by way of definition, therefore must be an illusion. How do we classify Truth? Is it religion? Is it science? Is it fiction? Just file it under Truth. We can look at it later, any time we want. Before we are willing to look at it again, we must be able to find it. We must be able to "drop it, and think of things that matter most" at any given moment in time. (Thanks, but not right now. Please remind me of it later.)

Truth is a concept, a definition made by Man. In a world of illusions, it acts like a magic wand able to cut through all illusions. These words are written in truth, and he who adheres to truth is set free. That which is written in truth stands so forever and is not subject to the corrosion of time.

"It is the wish to know the Truth which makes your wish come true."

[1.0.1]
1.1 Reality

We differ between 3 aspects in Creation: the real, the complex and the imaginary. The real does not change and the imaginary does not exist. Complex is the state in between. Now can we sort out: Memory is real and so are God and His Son in completion. Mind is real and so is "the eternal I", or Awareness in the field of manifestation. We all take part in it; it does not matter who. These are ideas which do not change.

What is reality? What is its theory? Reality falls into 3 parts: the real, the complex and the imaginary. All 3 domains co-exist. They are expressions of each other. But how about reality as "in the real", i mean the real concerning the world, you know what i mean, and not just philosophical theory? Life expresses into Being through manifestation as "the Will of the Real". The Real must express, or there is no witness to its reality. You and i are not excluded. We relate through our common I. Jesus says there is but "one Son". That means that the "I" of us is all there is in God and His Son in eternity.

Reality is real. It is neither subject to time nor location. It cannot be bend nor twisted either. Reality is forever. Reality is based on Truth. Truth does not change; it serves as the basis to reality. The reality of God's Son must manifest each given moment in time. This is so in the relative, as it is in the absolute realm. Reality is simple: it is based on "one". What could be simpler than the number "1"?
1.2 Theory of Reality

What is real, what is imaginary? Is the rock real; my fist perhaps? *Bomben & Granaten*? Is our planet real? How about the universe? All right, let's start with the universe.

If you take space as the environment, you need time to switch it on. Consciousness is synonymous with space. Consciousness is this part of God's Son which needs space for separation for the purpose of expansion, and its experience. Now can we replace our 5-dimensional spacetime-time-continuum with the much more practical 4-dimensional consciousness-time-continuum, giving us the shell to a sphere which we can visualize at maximum universal expansion. Let us remember: It is the skin of the sphere representing universal Now in 3 dimensions of space and 1 dimension of relative time, with absolute time as our time vector pointing straight at us from its source. The Source holds forever the Begin and the End. This is so in eternity. We know of big bang, we know of maximum expansion, so we know of the end of the world. What is real is Memory. Memory is this "big thing" which sits there forever. It never changes and therefore must be real. ±2G defines our Kingdom. How come? It resembles expansion and contraction on a much faster scale. We "blow apart" and we come together. Adam means "maximum conversion from Base to Split", while Ascension symbolizes maximum conversion from "CC" back to Knowledge, closing the gap. The occurrence of Adam and with him the start of "SC" requests a balance as seen from $t = 0$ BC. This is all very easy to see.
1.3 Creation as a Science

The "Unified Mind Theory" is based on the assumption that God exists and that Creation is complete. The division of appearances are but aspects of the same thing: the 1 Body of the universe in which only 1 Spirit resides. We distinguish between reality and illusion. Spirit as a function of time is seen as complex. Memory is real because it never changes, and so is God Who is our Source. Illusions do not exist; we say they balance each given moment in time. Complexities, however, balance "in the Birth of Christ" at maximum universal expansion. Memory, so well understood in technical terms, is Consciousness as a field in 4 dimensions integrated over time. In our integration over relative time, we are segmented (or "split") in relative time and are offset in absolute time. In the integration over absolute time, however, we are segmented in absolute time and are offset in relative time. This comes straight from our "model of Creation in completion" in eternal, never-changing Mind (see also Figures 2 and 3). Self-Consciousness is "the Field of the Split" each given moment $dt \to 0$. In the contemplation of Edwin Hubble's Law, we recognize that recessional velocity has come to be zero as of right now. Now do we enjoy our steady state. Spirit enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion, or $t = 0$ BC, also known as "the Birth of Christ on earth". In His Birth do we see the balance to the universe from the centre point to all in time. In our model, He stands opposite to His Source, with all manifestation in between from the Begin to the End of all time. Given a Hubble constant of 40.77 Km/sec/megaparsec, we have a Memory capacity of $\pm 12$ megaG; and where 1G is the Memory required to hold shared perception in the Field of Split Man on earth between $t = 0$ BC and $t = 2,000$ AD.
1.4 Model of Creation

We look into the sky, and whichever way we look, the universe looks the same. It has no boundaries at all. How far we will ever be able to reach, it appears to expand forever, with ever-increasing speed. Since Hubble we know: space-time expands, telling us that we do not have a stable state in the grand design of the universe. (Einstein appears to have been devastated, so he invented all kinds of tricks to counter-balance reality.) Space-time is the "act of manifestation, anywhere at the same time". It is a differential, a temporary state. This may give us the vision of a sphere if we strip space of one of its 3 dimensions, and take time as its radius indicating the time it has taken describing "manifestation", in a 4D model represented by its surface \{x,y\}, from its origin, also called "big bang". (In our field description, there is no reason why we cannot keep our \{z\} dimension translated into a horizontal transfiguration as not to lose its information in the recording of the event.) However since Einstein, we know time & space are intertwined and cannot be taken apart. They are aspects of each other. If we look at space as a field, \(dt\) is the differential "which gets manifestation going". With regard to the universe, this is meant to be "at the same time". So we have to use an absolute reference to describe our shell representing space-time, now reduced to \{x,t\}, with \{y,z\} stored away. We call this new dimension "absolute time", and so we give the classical, abandoned term, resting on a garbage heap, a fresh new meaning. We state:

**Space-time is a function of absolute time.**

Therefore, in our extended, 5-dimensional model, we now have to walk with 2 dimensions of space suppressed, on a single line in relative time. Absolute time, to us, stands practically still. We do not "feel" it. We all live in our own personal worlds, separated from all the others, each of us in our own, separate, personal time.
Where do we go? We return to where we have come from, and there we shed our bodies, or "Body" as a whole. The Body is not real, just as simple as that. Edwin Hubble gave us different rates of the expanding universe at different times, inviting us to look with him back to where we come from, in absolute terms, because expansion and contraction are an absolute event. He gave us the means to evaluate the sensation how it must "feel" under these cosmic events, in the awareness of our common past, the construction of our own bodies, and the experience in the making of the universe. It is written within Memory. One only has to ask. We know we have been blessed to enjoy the state of SC, which has been created for us on earth "in the now" for the purpose of Spirit Generation based on a material or physical form, in relative time, with our gift to differentiate in upside down perception in any possible form or way. Maximum universal expansion is the range in which we create Spirit, a complexity known as "the Christ", or "Spirit of Man".

Time and space are the dimensions of the universe. Creation means "the Birth of God's Son into manifestation" assuming God is real, and that His Mind provides for the background and the foundation for the "Dynamics of Creation" to play. Real is that which does not change. Real is God, His Son, the everlasting "I". Real is His Memory. Sliced into segments in relative time, we find ourselves scattered in absolute time, broken into parts and pieces in location and time, formatted in upside down perception in our Field of Self Consciousness, or "SC" for short. Body ID is produced. The Idea of the Split is for purposes of Spirit Generation, a complexity known as "the Christ" and where 2 or more parts combine in the oneness of God's Mind. Absolute and relative time is needed to describe the part in the Split. One is "within", the other one is "without". One gives us our reference to the clockwork of the earth; the other one governs the universe. We

[1.4.2]
are split in absolute and relative time. In our Field of Self Consciousness, we are segmented in relative time and are offset in absolute time. At $t = 0$ BC, recessional velocity is zero too. At the Birth of Christ, God's Son bursts into manifestation at maximum universal expansion. Now we can see the complexity of Spirit balanced in the oneness of God's Mind.

To describe the universe in completion from the begin to its end, we require 5 dimensions: 3 dimensions for space and 2 dimensions for time. Absolute time gives us the reference to any rate of positive or negative recession in the expansion and contraction of the universe, while relative time describes the world seen from a location within space-time. Starting with the origin of manifestation called "big bang", absolute time becomes the radius and reference to the expanding and contracting universe. The sphere which our radius describes, symbolizes our field $\{x,y,z,t\}$. We define manifestation as the differential "space times $dt$". In the theory of Memory and as expressed as a duality in computer terminology where space-time is equated with Consciousness, the universe is segmented in absolute time and is offset in relative time. Its total integration over absolute and relative time gives us the number "one", as to what is real and therefore forever, expressing the oneness of all phenomena in manifestation. All mass, all energy is balanced in the radiation at the focal point $\tau (\text{tau}) = \text{plus/minus BB (big bang)}$.
2.0 Absolute & Relative Time

"Absolute time is the time of the absolute, relative time is the time of the relative." These are the two aspects in Creation: one absolute, the other one relative (or one complex, the other one imaginary), holding all promises for His Son. At maximum universal expansion, absolute time is zero. Time stands still, and so does the universe. In the relative, on earth, we witness His Birth. In absolute time, He stands at the centre to His flock. (We have since set and calibrated our relative time scale accordingly.) On the "horizontal" and on which we stand, 360 degrees around us to cover all directions in our 4-dimensional space-time Gefüge, we best take the Galaxy as our reference point to assign our position on the Shell, with planet earth doing fancy movements around our sun, all within this near infinitesimal, tiny point on the map of our Sphere. All galaxies and clusters and super clusters thereof agree on the "state of maximum universal expansion, in absolute time", and where and when time stands still in "the Split of the Absolute", and where our reference point "in the relative" or physical is the "origin" or "big bang", our common physical source. However, in the absolute domain, and where at \( \tau = 0 \rightarrow t = 0 \) BC, or "the Birth of Christ" into manifestation and as we have seen, is the true reference point regarding absolute time. Let us remember, time means nothing to our Creator. In Him, Creation is complete.

Spirit comes from above; It has not grown from the earth. It enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion and in opposition to Its Source. This is Now. It takes a little to turn universal expansion around. One hears super clusters abound, each a collection of clusters made of millions, if not billions of galaxies, and of which our "milky way" is only one. If we look at it and measure 100 light years across, the idea of absolute time does not seem to fit because we cannot see beyond, but looking at it from without,
the Galaxy shrinks to the size of a speck left by a fly. At maximum universal expansion, we experience a very solid "steady state" between the range of our Split defined by $T = \pm 2G$. Our Field in Self-Consciousness and its Memory, and where we are offset in absolute time and segmented in relative time producing the complexity known as "the Spirit of Man", covers a range of $\pm 2 \text{kG}$. This is the best the "1 Cycle" in Creation has to offer, namely for us in the Split to "act" within the Body of Man and as defined by this range, and as such to create our "Kingdom in Heaven" in Knowledge & Wisdom as God's Son in eternal Memory.

"Universal, or absolute time is the reference by which clusters arrange and measure their activities and lives." It is a coordinate; it is of no reality itself. "It keeps the Body in line." The setting up of Memory took no time at all. We need both: absolute and relative time to define the part in the Split. With the "booting up" into self-consciousness, for example, we look at the physical which can be described in terms of frequencies relating to "the original matter" from where all bodies sprang. We can think of a standard pulse, a "clock frequency" providing for the environment which underlies our Field in Consciousness in which we may "fly as in magic" to cover the whole universe (watch out for little bumps & jumps in our joy ride through "Memory in Mind"). In the relative domain this takes $\pm 12$ million G's, "in the absolute" this takes only $\pm 2G$ which means our jump from earth to Heaven.
2.1 Big Bang

Bound by the relative, the body and its consciousness, we try to use relative tools to describe an absolute event. Recessional velocity is not bound by "c", the speed of light in space during our steady state at or near maximum universal expansion. We look at the expansion of space itself, not at a movement within. This is a mental process, "a Process in Mind", and may be compared to the loading of files. However, in our simplified look at big bang or "BB" for short, it still would be okay to ask: "If recessional velocity v equals c, the speed of light at the time t equals BB, what was the velocity a second before?" The answer is: "In the point in God's Mind which gives rise to Life in Creation, standing in perfection and completion in His never changing Mind, the Begin and the End are balanced." With that we mean that the complexities within become complimentary, and while the direction of absolute time at $\tau = 0$ is turned around; relative time forms its separate loop around the centre. This is so in eternity. One is the mirror image to the other. The begin and the end meet. "Identical soup" if you like. But if you insist God is out of the question in our debate and should not enter the equation, then we have to live with the unimaginable, unexplainable rise of space and time, together with the energy of all matter, from zero to the velocity of light (or whatever, in reality much higher) while the "Light of Creation" was switched on with a "Bang", and which sound and rumble still can be heard around the universe, today, at maximum universal expansion. This is the first, or "original" Step in Mind which holds all frequencies within. "BANG!" (We feel we are in the presence of God.) There is nothing wrong with saying so, and there is no need to feel ashamed about our Father Who is our Source.

How was that again with the "big blast" from a singular point? What is blowing up anyhow, "nuts & bolts"? How does it give us structure to the universe? Imagine an atomic blast. We know its
impact on us when we see it. It takes the energy, released out of its sudden state of internal compression and transports it via light, that means with the speed of light to a distance where "conditions of density are right", to be released within a fireball which we can see lit up in the sky "at the same time", for all practical purposes. For comparison let's take a cluster bomb, and hurling it into the air or dropping it off a plane, it does not matter, moving it to a point we call "centre point of the blast", and exploding it in a display of fire works with thousands of little bombs going off all over the place "at the same time". This has more to do with Newton's mechanics than with the behaviour of light. There are huge differences in the timing in the setup of the display. This "Bright White Light" which we see in Mind as being "switched-on" at $\tau = \text{big bang}$, is a high density, homogenous Field giving structure to the universe by way of gravity and condensation. The outfall from this Field, in effect the complete cycle of manifestation from the begin of our Light to matter conversion to the crunch of all clusters and galaxies thereof and as recorded in absolute time, is balanced in the origin. It stands forever in eternal Memory, and its setting up has not been subject to the speed of light emitted from our sun, or any other radiating body in space-time at or around maximum universal expansion. Knowledge is void of time.

If there is any doubt left: Maximum universal expansion has been "upon us", backwards, forwards, for thousands of years. Hubble's findings are clear for any high-school kid to see: Recessional velocity is zero as of right now, and this statement is valid for the entire universe, in which direction we may ever look or see. We can see this now, today, and we can see the end, even though the end started together with the begin. This is the kind of logic only an engineer can see because he knows that the balance of energy can only be explained by the assumption of negative time, a mirror image to positive time, starting in a negative direction at the point we call bigbang, or "BB" for short. How else could it be? Think of BB as a tiny orifice separating 2 worlds from each other.

[2.1.2]
One starts at $\tau = +BB$, the other one starts at $\tau = -BB$, meaning that we have 2 functions of absolute time, one positive, the other one negative. To be in line with modern thought, we have conceived of a depth of 12 megaG, with 6 "Days" of 2 megaG each, and where 1 G is understood to be the memory required to record shared perception in the Field of Consciousness from $t = 0$ BC to $t = 2,000$ AD. "One Gee Absolute" or simply "1 |G|" or just 1G means 2,000 years. We look at it as a unit since it does not change as we probe dimensions in Memory. "The Spirit of God may have moved over the water", but the Spirit of God is His Son because God is real since He does not change; but Spirit moves. Spirit is complex. He is not separated by bodies, nor does he need a tent. Spirit moves in absolute time. Absolute time governs the universe. Cannot everybody see? "Up and down" means absolute time, "left and right" means relative time. In relative time we connect within the "Body of God's Son in parallel", which means the surface of the earth provides us with our "plane". In the up-and-down dimension we live out our lives, and create spirit by the way, communicating with each other in the Split. This, however, is in absolute time, and here we leave our mark behind. This is our experience. It also is our inheritance since Spirit never dies. So, be nice.

Absolute time is not subject to the limitations we experience with relative time while trying to measure the speed of light from a relative position in space, or "within manifestation". Bound by the body and its imposition of its presence, we cannot be outside manifestation. However, absolute time measures the expansion and contraction of the universe itself, holding all matter and space-time within, because expansion & contraction are an absolute event. Absolute time measures our distance from our Source, at least in the physical sense. It provides for the radius to our Shell in Consciousness. If space and relative time comprise of 4 dimensions, absolute time is the 5th dimension to our model of Creation. It links us to our Source. It makes us see Creation in completion. We can also say:

[2.1.3]
Absolute time is the time of God’s one Son in Creation.

Split at maximum universal expansion, each part in the Split must experience the step from earth to heaven, and where we shed our body and our identity with it, by denouncing its reality at the time of our ascension. Absolute time is therefore also the time experienced by each part as a personal experience in the relative realm, associated with a personal I, further upholding the Split. The Spirit we create together is "the Christ". He is complex. Even though the "I" is shared, each part in the Split looks at it as if it were its personal possession. It does not know any different. It does not know It is everywhere all over the place, only temporarily "out of phase" as seen from within the Split, our mind formatting program called "Self Consciousness", or "SC" for short.

With the concept of absolute time, and us sitting snug in the middle of it, we look again into the sky and see inscribed our past and our future. Where do we come from? Bigbang for sure. There is this huge ball of radiation turning into matter. We see the formation of clouds because of the attraction. Just look at the Magellanic Clouds eager to feed our Galaxy with matter to keep that time machine going, set forever in Memory! We see the forming of galaxies with millions of suns created together with their planetary systems, all around the centre, our source, and here we find us at the edge of the Milky Way, and we seem to be drawn in a spiral fashion, like flushing a toilette, to be sucked down into a black hole from where there is no return, not even light can escape. It is not fast enough. Well, since we can see our own past, we recognize we made it to the point where we have a sun, and we can see where we are going. We see creation of matter, and we see where all matter goes. When we look at a black hole, we really look at the underbelly of big bang. We look into our future. This is absolute time. Relative time is only good as long as we in self-consciousness live on earth, and work on our history, in which "shared perception" is recognized as "The Christ".

[2.1.4]
2.2 Edwin Hubble's Law

Contemplating Hubble's law and looking at his graph (obtained from NASA's home page), we see recessional velocity is direct proportional to the distance of galaxies removed from us given in light years, indicating a growing expansion rate the further we go back in time. Today, at zero distance into the past, we read recessional velocity is zero. We did it! We have reached maximum universal expansion! It says so right on the graph. Why does not everybody see this? One would think that the different velocities we assign to the different galaxies making up the above chart give us the rate of expansion the universe had when the respective galaxy sent out its tell-tale light which we receive today, reporting on the state of affairs at that particular point in the past. At that time, our own Galaxy shared the same rate, naturally, since expansion and contraction are an absolute event. If absolute time $\tau$ provides for the radius to our sphere with big bang as the source, then our 4-dimensional space-time $\{x,y,z,t\}$ of our manifesting universe, "compressed" into the 2 dimensions of our shell $\{x,t\}$ with $\{y,z\}$
suppressed, we have a spherical model we can hold in our mind and see for ourselves the universe in its entirety, from its begin to its very end.

This is such an easy model to see (including the build-in answers to speculations regarding space travel and other engineering tasks), but nowhere can reference to this vision be found. Today, "the Body of all bodies is at rest." This is what Hubble tells us. This vision explains the constancy of the speed of light, because light may just work under the laws of absolute time which as a vector stands as a 5th dimension perpendicular to our 4-dimensional world, and which does not "butch", or is in any way subject to any of our activities within space-time. It has its own timing, "holding the Shell at bay" -- never mind its internal upheaval. This gives us a brand new reference, a new way of thinking. It gives us a temporary "steady state" of which Einstein was so fond of talking about, to last us a few hundred thousand years ("±2 kiloG" to better describe our Split), backwards and forwards, with us at 1G right next to the centre. This realization gives us great joy and a good feeling. It gives us the idea and its vision, granted from above, to see us all together, with nobody ever lost.

Einstein's biggest blunder was not his struggle trying to keep his beloved steady state theory of the universe artificially alive even against the evidence, but not to recognize expansion and contraction as an absolute event. First he felt attacked by Friedmann with his 3 possible models of universal states based on Einstein's 4-dimensional relativity (closed, flat, forever expanding, and with "flat" meaning too unstable to last), then from Hubble with his findings straight from the universe of a seemingly ironclad proof of universal expansion. So he quickly constructed a "magic formula" to keep the universe from deviating from this personally sponsored model of choice, as if he was its designer and responsible for it. Only if we visualize a relative small model of the universe and forget about the speed of light can we see a 3-D move-
ment of galaxies and clusters moving away from each other in our mind, as of "right now", giving us a faulty impression. His steady state was never challenged. The thing is, Edwin Hubble never gave a personal interpretation of his own findings. For that he was too much of a gentleman. He left that honour to the famous Herrn Doktor Einstein, the one who came to see him, the highly distinguished and honoured Professor from the Technical University of Berlin, the only "TU" there is in Germany (because of the "durch- lauchte" distinction given this noble institution). Einstein saw a distorted picture, sad to say, looking at Edwin Hubble's graph, stuck in his 4-dimensional, relative, godless, physical world. He could not see the 5th dimension shining Light on all his problems. He denied it vehemently without even knowing it. However:

"You cannot do without the Absolute!"

To see what he thought he saw means one has to assume the speed of light to be infinite to fit a mental picture of space filled with galaxies, and with time switched to zero "all over the place at the same time", we are fooled to believe that we are still expanding like "raisins in a loaf of rising dough". We are not. He saw the process of expansion of all parts, like galaxies, clusters of galaxies, clusters of clusters, nebulae etc., as if they were still taking off from us as of "right now" in absolute terms, and likewise so perceived from each receding and recorded galaxy as of right now, even though he was at a loss to define this "now" or "the absolute", which is nothing but $d\tau \to 0$ and valid throughout the universe. Had he given the problem of discussing this most simple graph to any high-school kid in Berlin, the correct answer surely would have been: "The further we dip into our past, the faster we see the universe expanding. Therefore, turning around and looking back from our platform of fast expansion, we return through periods of lesser rates of expansion, until we come to where we are right now. Here, we are free from any expansion because the
graph says so too, black on white for everybody to see, and Albert Einstein could have seen his cherished state of a stable universe which is by instinct and great desire ours too, accepted and verified by the academia "to be present right now, backwards & forwards, all around us as far as our horizon can see. We have hit the centre point of universal expansion!" He could have accepted the crown of total admiration by this world gracefully without doing anything else anymore, just leaning back and enjoying an enlightened world caused by an enlightened mind, and have his personal life straightened out by the All without trying to do it himself, nor having to sell atom bombs to presidents to save the world.

Another problem which came up was that Minkowski had given the world the tools to describe the geometry of a universe based on 4 dimensions and so the ability to see it as a sphere by suppressing one spatial dimension, and where even a dull person (like myself) can see the All as a ball, and understand what it means with the help of simple high-school geometry. However, even though choosing 4 dimensions is a step in the right direction, it simply is not good enough. Expansion & contraction of the universe are an absolute event. Everywhere in the universe, we measure the same recession "at the same time". It requests an absolute time measure, a time vector, independent of internal speed restrictions, radiating in all directions from the origin also known as the "bigbang", ruling space and relative time, to hit us all-around (in the universe) in the "now", indicating the size and the age of the universe. In our model of the universe, the "skin" or shell of our sphere is not space with only (z) suppressed anymore, but space-time with (y,z) suppressed (or hidden), leaving (x,t) to represent manifestation (x,y,z,t) as a function of absolute time. The mixing up of our 2 quite distinct and different fundamental time elements describing our universe, one internally and the other one externally, and squeezing them into the same dimension, and Mr. Einstein's failure to recognize the need for the dimension of absolute

[2.2.4]
time in the understanding of the All has lead to a spectacle of misled followers, arrogant beyond belief, too old to think for themselves, acting like the naked king trying to impress the crowd.

Well, darn it, am i at fault for all what’s wrong in this world because of some personal private fun? The "i" is a function of time carried out in absolute time, and now we see it as a vector, and we see it balances the overall illusion. Okay? All illusions are balanced, or they would be real. Does this address your late interest in string theory? It depends on from which side you look at the outside. We, in reality being one, all have different outsides and perceptions, and there are barriers all around each of us. So we have layers in Consciousness piled up on top of each other. To see subatomic strings is nothing but to look at the tip, the end of the ray on which the idea of hydrogen rests. If this is a live transmission line to the origin, here we see the vibration. You see strings when you look at the surface of our 5-dimensional sphere through a "mental microscope", holding the universe as it manifests each given moment in absolute time. We cannot do it in 4 dimensions, but we can do it in mind. All is said with our vision "e = m times c squared", our mass to energy conversion. The ray means energy, and hydrogen represents this energy of this ray as mass, at a particular expansion rate, for example when and where recessional velocity v equals the speed of light in the relative domain, transforming the energy of the ray into mass and so to give birth to the atom, now starting from the surface of this ball or globe of Light with a much lesser expansion rate. Starting with recessional velocity v = ∞ at $\partial \tau \rightarrow 0$, the velocity v at the speed of light at switch-over time has come to an incredible crawl. Having seen this relationship so clearly, i love him, but it is not a good idea to build hydrogen bombs in order to save the world. It hurts the Body of God's Son. It is time we wake up from our games of war and nightmares of never-ending killing, and assess the damage we have done to the Body of God's Son.

[2.2.5]
2.3 Speed of Light

If you look into the sky, take the glare out of the Galaxy and look into the fullness of a cluster-filled universe. Let's shrink the Galaxy to a point. Now you can see puffs of super clusters, anywhere you look. If you look hard enough, you could see the back of your shirt. Well, you are not supposed to see that because you are looking from "within", and your sight is limited by the speed of light (and tons of other technical things). But if you could see things "from without", you would not believe this "carrier of data" moves at all. It looks like stuck in glue forever. Here, absolute time becomes a useful instrument to describe the recession of clusters from each other like "raisins in rising dough". At the instant of big bang, "matter manifests in the pattern of His Light" (and in which the Begin and the End are nothing but a focal point in a never changing Mind), and we are compelled to say: "At $\tau = \text{BB}$, the recessional velocity equals the speed of light. Well, we know this to be nonsense since the velocity of expansion of space-time is not subject to the speed of light within the Body of manifestation, but for simplification, this should do for now.

Sure, there are only hydrogen atoms in a sudden void, but the "wish to flee" cools things down, creating gravity and attraction to result in manifestation of matter and space & time in accordance to the pattern of the explosion of the "White Light" in the stillness of God's Mind. (Naturally, without our "time-is-real" trained mind there is no explosion, only the intensity of the "Bright White Light" at $\tau = \pm \text{BB}$. See also "Absolute & relative time"). At $t = 0 \text{ BC}$, recessional velocity is zero too, which means maximum expansion has been reached, and this is what we are experiencing now. But without Life, Creation makes no sense. $\tau = \pm 2 \text{ megaG}$ have been reserved for "Life on Earth", even though Man has long left the earth. Centred at or near maximum universal expansion is its useful range. The rest is construction and demolition to balance the illusion out. We use the huge areas in Memory, lying dormant, to expand. Please wake up and understand.
How was that again with "light & time"? Don't they say light requests a constant speed through space which cannot be seen as absolute, and therefore "absolute time does not exist?" So we cannot switch-off time in a given space, like the All, containing bodies which movement has come to a stop "across the Field", so we can count them and do our measurements? Right on! Luckily, absolute time is standing still, throughout the universe, everywhere at the same time, or we could not conceive of the term "expansion of the Body of Creation" at all. Absolute time is the time of the Absolute. Mind is not subject to time; but neither are ideas, for example, or "Love", a vital component in the construction of the All. Here, at the Source, we have "Bright White Light" at the Begin and where the ring is closed. We are looking at a focal point. In opposition, we have maximum universal expansion, and the return of manifestation back to its Source. The diameter is therefore given. It is perfect and finite. Now can we make our experiment within our "temporary steady state" because absolute time stands still for all practical purposes. We declare:

**The Period to our one & only Cycle in Creation is ±12 million G.**

"It's a Deal!" There is no need for a repetition either because "God makes no mistakes. Creation is perfect and complete."

To find the Truth, one cannot discard the Absolute. The Source as a point in Mind and its distance from us in the now stands "before" manifestation of His Son, but we as we live in relative time in the rhythm of our spinning and traveling planet around the sun somewhere along the outer edges of our galaxy, our time in the relative goes "from left to right." If you shrink the Galaxy to a point you look at a Field of super clusters which is "closed within", therefore their number is finite. How can we see them? They are products of Mind and they are held within Mind. We cannot step
outside of Mind and see them with our eyes and count them like in an aquarium. We can see only from "within", with our limited means and senses, and "slow-poke" relative time. If light would not take its time on earth, Creation through manifestation could not be. But we should not discard absolute terms, which we need to describe the Absolute in Its dimensions of Consciousness and Memory and absolute time, unless we want to deprive ourselves of understanding and sight.

It surprises that Albert Einstein could not have conceived of in his all-probing mind the concept of a universal moment in the contemplation of a "maximum universal expansion" while playing with Hermann Minkowski's 4-dimensional geometry, and that he did not recognize the need for an absolute domain, independent from the domain of the Relative and its limitations regarding the speed of light, but governing the world of manifestation itself each given moment $d\tau \rightarrow 0$. Our integration over Creation, however, starts with $\tau = \pm 0$ BC, a brilliant marker in our relative world indicating that absolute time has come to hit the zero point at maximum expansion prior to turning back; and while opening and closing the Split, our Split at $\tau = \pm 2G$ with all its parts complete, it also closes manifestation at $\tau = \pm 12$ megaG, the point of the begin and the end, or never changing location of our physical source. This is the way in which Memory is compiled, and it starts on top with the establishment of His Kingdom and not the other way around. But we may look together at the construction from the bottom up, and as we have no problem understanding in SC, since we remember having gone through it and experienced it ourselves. It is nothing but our common past, buried deep within our common Soul. The universe is the Body of God's Son, and He stands tall, and He is "1".
2.4 Relativity

During the phase of the "steady state", each body in "absolute space", and as defined by maximum universal expansion at or near $t = 0$ BC with absolute time being zero, is "at rest", never mind its relative speed within the wholeness of the Split. **The Body of all bodies is at rest.** Under these conditions, the speed of light emitted from a moving body in any direction is constant for each body. Hence we have our "relativity", but only under the above conditions do we have this phenomenon. How can we speak of "an ether" either if Einstein wiped its concept away? (Michelson was all upset, because of the disturbance to "Divine Order in the Hands of a Creator"). The idea of an ether is confined to the idea of a steady state (and a steady Mind holding all together). Here, space appears to be "absolute". Sure it is curved. It is closed within itself. With regard to our "ether", our planet stands rather still. "Our waves we radiate are not blown away by cosmic winds." We enjoy the Peace which came when the universe "stood absolutely still" -- and He entered the world. (Want more? Okay.)

To comprehend "the All", one has to see it in Consciousness. Here, It becomes like a magic ball, a sphere we may hold in our hands, or raise and see with our minds. Since maximum expansion has already occurred, all which has been and all which is to be, is already contained (or "loaded" if you like) as Memory within our Shell at $t = 0$ BC. Our distance to the centre, at $\tau = \pm BB$, is $\pm12$ million G's. This is measured in absolute time since expansion and contraction is an absolute event. Recession is over, and we may start assigning onto "the Absolute", or "absolute domain" our metric system and count Its Field in seconds based on the time of our travel around the sun. Once around the sun means "1 year". The rest is subdivision into smaller units, and 1 second is about the beat of your heart (with a body designed to span time in the relative for up to 1 trillion "clicks". Figure this out. (Nice age! ☺)
Our time is set. But at least we have a measurement in the relative "in which we trust". Now we can say with gusto: "Big Bang is 24 billion years away in absolute terms and which we might as well calibrate in relative terms", just to get a perspective of it. It means nothing; it is just a distance in Creation to which we can relate and which we declare to exist, in eternity, in perfection, holding the Kingdom as proclaimed by Jesus as "Memory of God about His Son" within. Who or what holds our Memory? It is the experience we have in common, and which is stored in "common Memory". Memory is of God and Consciousness is the environment, or Field of Action, of God's Son in manifestation. There are all the elemental stages of Awareness, and here we have the Return of His Son. "God holds His Breath" at or around maximum universal expansion, which to us is our steady state. Here, the speed of light measured from any body moving in any direction is the same, never mind its relative speed. Light is a function of absolute time. With Hubble's findings this is so easy to see. Einstein got stuck in the timing of events, assuming if "c" is constant, then the relative must be real, and "absolute time does not exist." He could not see a "universal now", like the "bang" had been a "now", not even within the concept of the very moment of a certainly possible maximal expansion of the universe which can occur only during a universal NOW, (particularly after Edwin Hubble's revelation to the world,) and where or when Spirit entered manifestation in a most dramatic way for all of us to see. Each kid can see that. (Maybe he didn't want to, or had trained himself to look away, being at odds with the Absolute.) We know the relative is a shadow world, with little maniacs running around. We all are here to heal. Creation and reality can only be understood and conceived of from the detached vision of "pure Consciousness" which is "structured in transcendence" (Maharishi kept saying so). There is a purpose in life, and the sheer fact that we have 10 fingers is not a coincidence either. We were raised to understand, and "10" as well "1", to us, are pretty much "base concepts in math".

[2.4.2]
When Theodor Kaluza, a German mathematician, sent Einstein a paper in 1919 and showed him black-on-white that 5 dimensions satisfy his unified field theory since his field equations regarding matter and time harmonize with those of Maxwell, a genius who had laid the foundation to our understanding of light and all electromagnetic phenomena, provided we add another dimension to 4-dimensional spacetime, Einstein became paranoid as he felt this to be an attack on relativity, since in his mind time was relative and that's it, once and for all. Subject is closed, not to be discussed anymore. So there is only space left to be searched for a spare dimension. How do we invent a 4th dimension in space? Spin it around one of those straight ones? Maybe with enough amplification, this imaginary line becomes corpuscular with a diameter, and while spinning around, we gain some extra length? Wow! Far out! But let us not get carried away. 1 spin is all there is, and this is from -12megaG to +12megaG to be complete. The 2nd most significant spin is ±2G, much faster mind you, defining Man. Our 5th dimension is which gives us Life, and Life is a function of absolute time. We would not be without it. Just because it is so stretched, and zero right at t = 0 BC, it does not mean it is not there. It takes its own time to change polarity. Gott-sei-Dank. This allows us to start and complete our loop ±2G on a very stable platform, like all of us going through life together on a merry-go-round, while well anchored on the surface of the earth. Nice design! "Perfect" one could say.

Why do I mention it? So that others find what Theodor Kaluza had in mind, and so to make his vision come true and be known and to become alive in our minds and common memory. (Should be worth a PhD.)
3.0 Sphere

Take a point, call it "the origin", and draw from it a line to a point called "earth". Make this line the radius to a sphere, and call it "absolute time". The shell to the sphere, its surface or skin, represents "spacetime" in 2 dimensions. All points on its surface are equidistant to the origin in absolute time. We see, spacetime is a function of absolute time. At maximum universal expansion, the velocity of recession has come at last to "standing still." Absolute time is zero too. It turns around. It balances the energy spent on manifesting before. What comes and goes cannot be real. Spirit however, not bound by a body, is forever free.

Let's do it again: Take a point, call it "big bang", and draw from it a straight line to another point called "maximum universal expansion". Make this line the radius to a sphere. Now you have a balloon blown up as much as it goes. This is the idea of the "big bang theory" shown in five dimensions with two dimensions of space suppressed, at a moment which could be seen as "a point in completion". The future is laid out, since it must be the balance to the illusion which had manifested before. In the field equations of Creation, "the illusion is wiped out". The body is not real.

The distance from the source, or origin, to this point in our 4-dimensional "weltgefüge" is measured in absolute time which we calibrate in units of memory blocks. At maximum universal expansion, recessional velocity is zero. There is no recession anymore. Everything is stable and stretched to capacity. Hubble found that out. But so is absolute time, the radius to the universe. Both turn around, or change polarity. We declare:

The size of Creation is defined by ±12 megaG of Memory...

... and as seen from the point of the origin. This means, the dynamic function of Creation is held in completion at its Source.

[3.0.1]
3.1 Space-Time

If we suppress one dimension of space, we, in our 4-dimensional world, can see the All as a model. Space is the Shell to the Sphere holding Creation as Memory within. Manifestation, a function of time, is compressed into a 2-dimensional skin surrounding the All. This skin represents space-time.

Since we live in the now, 4 dimensions is all we can see. This is the world we live in, and we feel quite comfortable with its environment and its defines. We have 3 dimensions for the location of our point in space, and we add time to get the point moving, like in a movie, one frame after the other, in the description of the event. However, this picture is not good enough. It does not give us Life. The Pump which gives us Life in manifestation lies in the expansion and contraction of the universe itself. "The Body of Creation is breathing." We have to add a 5th dimension to give us the tick of the universal clock indicating the state of recessional velocity of space-time, not of space alone with relative time seen as the radius to the universe starting with big bang. This is not correct. The universe is a "spacetime-continuum", and we need an absolute clock to know our state of affairs.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between space and time in a 4-dimensional presentation. If the universe is expanding, then space
as a field is defined by its distance from the point in time which is known as the origin, or "big bang" -- or so it is thought. This is a simplified vision, a wish to mix absolute time with relative time, or to ignore the absolute part in Creation at all. However, expansion and contraction are an absolute event, a function of the universe conceived of as one Body. It requires an absolute time measure to register its stages of positive and negative recessional velocities in a non-relative field. Absolute time as a 5th dimension is needed to show the distance of manifestation \( \{x,y,z,t\} \), represented by the shell \( \{x,t\} \), to the origin in absolute terms. "The Body of Creation is a function of absolute time!" So we substitute "SPACE" with "SPACE-TIME" and "TIME" with "ABSOLUTE TIME", and we acknowledge and say: "Thank you" to Eric's wife who did the drawing for Figure 1, and we state that Figure 1 represents the classical vision of the model of the universe, while Figure 2 represents the new model of the Body of Creation, showing all aspects of oneness in Life.

"Space-time describes a 4-dimensional Body. Its expansion and contraction is measured in absolute time. Absolute time is "the time of the Absolute". It measures expansion and contraction of the 1 Body of our 4-dimensional universe."
3.2 The Shell

If we replace "spacetime" with "Consciousness", then Consciousness as "the Field of God’s Son in manifestation" can be conceived of as a function of time. The Shell to our Sphere describes each moment in absolute time our Field in Consciousness. In graphical terms, and as we may describe this Field, it is translucent and homogenous. It stretches around the universe, holding all of Creation within. Memory is the Knowledge from the begin to the end. Memory is held within and shared with the Source, seen as the Center to Being, manifesting in time. Memory is real since it does not change. It is held in completion within the Source.

Spacetime and Consciousness share the same dimension. Both possess the quality of "unboundedness". In Consciousness as in spacetime we see manifestation in action. Figures 2 and 3 are synonymous, showing both aspects in Creation. Figure 1 and 2 show our universe as a 4-dimensional and as a 5-dimensional continuity. It is timespace which expands and contracts, not just space by itself. Space without time does not work. Our 5-dimensional model, however, fulfills this requirement. Spacetime is the skin of the sphere which expands, stands still, and shrinks, and is the radius to the sphere measured in absolute time. We can say: "4-dimensional
spacetime is a function of absolute time. Absolute time governs all Life in the universe."

Spacetime, our 4-dimensional geometry "clicking away" each moment in relative time, and as we so perceive of in SC, is a function of absolute time. Absolute time indicates the distance between space-time and its source. One could say: "The environment of space-time is a function of absolute time" which is the "time of the Absolute", measuring our distance to the Origin in absolute units of time. By choosing the earth as the location and making it the reference point to the universe at the moment of maximum universal expansion, and by setting $\tau = 0$ at $t = 0$ BC (Birth of Christ), we declare:

"Spirit enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion."

This is so by Design.

Since the Shell to the Sphere holds the Source "within", we can also see and understand that the experience in manifestation is held as Memory within. At maximum universal expansion, all Memory is shared between the Father and the Son. Each part in the "Split of the Absolute" holds a replica of the universe and its knowledge "within its subconscious mind". (This is so perceived in SC only. In reality, however, there is only 1 Mind.)

Consciousness, seen as a Field surrounding the Body of spacetime, is our link to this Body and Life. In the body we experience life. It is our "experience in common" which is written in eternal memory. It is the diversity of our common Soul which allows God's Son to experience "it all", first in blindness in a low, vicious, animalistic state, then being lifted to see the Light.

[3.2.2]
3.3 Fifth Dimension

Expansion and contraction of the universe may be seen as "the Breath of God" giving Life to Creation which is a function of absolute time. It acts like a life-giving Force, a momentum "to get manifestation going", our standard 4-dimensional space-time domain. Spirit enters "from above" and when the Body of manifestation "is right". With the Spirit of Man at or around $\tau = 0$ comes relative time. It is an engineering task to re-construct Creation in Mind, and as It unfolds according to a Master Plan.

4-dimensional space-time reduced to 2 dimensions $\{x,t\}$ gives us a model of the universe, the surface of a sphere. It is the Shell to the Sphere, its skin, which holds Creation as Memory within. Its radius is measured in absolute time. At $\tau = 0$, we experience maximum universal expansion. Expansion has reached its ultimate goal. It is here, at the very top, from were we count. In the Absolute we turn around. To us in the relative, this is a long process. To us this is a steady state. By setting the instant $\tau \rightarrow 0$ in the Absolute (at maximal opposition to Its Source) equal to the moment $t = 0$ BC in our relative space/time domain (with evolution and pollution and all the rest :) on the surface of our Shell, and by choosing a point on it calling it "earth", and with the term "BC", referring to the phenomena of "the Birth of Christ on earth", we declare since Spirit is God's Son:

“The Son of God enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion”.

The Shell is a function of absolute time. At big bang or "BB" for short, its explosive expansion is such as to find itself at rest prior
to its return at a distance of 12 megaG from its Source, and where "1G" is the unit of measurement in "Memory Capacity", holding the Spirit of Man between $t = 0$ BC and $t = 2,000$ AD to be known as the "First Generation of Man", as a reference.

We state:

At maximum universal expansion, all Memory in Creation is contained within our Shell, and where "Memory" is understood to be "Consciousness times Time", a Field in the "Absolute Domain" which describes shared perception in absolute and relative terms identified as Spirit generated in the "Body of Split Man".

There is heavenly time, and there is local time. One builds up upon the other. You are not supposed to see the 5th dimension in order to function properly under the 4-dimensional format of "square Man" to generate Spirit with the internal slaughter and human sacrifices to "stand tall in the universe" -- or to make sure to reach Its end. You are not supposed to see the divine dimension holding all together, or you would not act from the program given us by divine grace, our program in upside-down perception where reality does not exist, and the body which comes and goes is seen as real, to be defended under all circumstances, even to the extent where one kills the other as a precautionary measure "just to be on the safe side". Nightmares dreamt up in fear are infinite. We did pretty good implementing them during the 1st Generation of Man. Because the way our Split is formed with its 2 poles 360 degrees out of phase and all its lifelines twisted and twirled around, the second Generation can only bring it's opposite to balance the illusion out -- okay, bring healing to our common Soul. It comes to us like an awakening. We become aware of a higher dimension. We realise our common, or "higher self."

[3.3.2]
3.4 Inflation

Absolute time measures the expansion and the contraction of space-time, while relative time measures the movement of bodies within space-time. Light which travels in, or "thru" space-time, is subject to the laws of absolute time, and absolute time governs recessional velocity which describes the expansion and contraction of the universe. Absolute time gives us the radius to the universe. The "Great White Light", focussed between big crunch and big bang to give rise to space-time, is of a different nature. It sets up a field in next to no time (super inflation if you like), and where the (electro-magnetic) energy of a Light Ray converts to the (latent) energy of a hydrogen atom at a certain density or temperature removed from the source, and when & where "the condition is right" (and the heat is gone). We have a manifesting entity at the tip of the ray, with its own tiny electro-magnetic field "built-in" to keep its "space-time affinity alive", now experiencing "free fall in self-created space". Creation is "switched on!" It is a powerful sensation, and we still carry this sensation deep within us. From here on, it is gravity which governs and slows the expanding universe at the preset constant speed of light, to cool and to slow down, and to come to a standstill at last. All parts must combine in their wish to join and condense into nebulae and super clusters and clusters and galaxies and suns and planets and all the elements together, never mind in which order, for the construction of life-filled bodies together with their self-developed environment, and finally the "Body of Mankind" within the Milky Way Itself. (This process must be seen as natural throughout the universe.) It is this point in the absolute domain when the "Big White Light" converts to the Body of Manifestation with its built-in wish to go back to where it came from. We register "Awareness". We can see this Body of Light placed like the body of a baby imbedded into a space-time environment which is governed by the speed of light within, in order to come to rest at maximum universal expansion, and we say "The Light within was switched on for Life on Earth", 

[3.4.1]
or anywhere else in the universe, to exist and to spring forth, and evolve to its highest expression there is, before this Body, our universal Stage, returns to its Source.

How big is that field at the point of conversion? What is its diameter? We know: energy over matter equals the speed of light squared. Let's figure it out. What does it take to lift a firecracker up into the air for the action to take place, at the perfect height for a perfect display? (This is an engineering task.) The creational process of expansion of our sudden space-time environment from here on is rather slow in comparison. We have a widened platform around maximum universal expansion depending on tolerance of deviation, because the layout was done like in magic. After the "steady state affair" is over, like as of right now, and all Desire is fulfilled, there is no need anymore to keep those things, those shapes and forms and bodies and rocks which have taken part in the rise of Man on earth, like our Galaxy and the sun and our earth because the show is over and Creation is complete. We better make up our mind to accept this fact. Andromeda is coming fast, much faster than we think. We should be prepared for step #1, our free, "divine clean-up services" to be delivered after we are done and have left the stage. However, Life is forever because Memory can never be lost.

Okay, let's go back: "...a field is set up in next to no time." How much? How fast or what? Instantly? That would be infinite. Well, let's take a guess. We could assign BWL a spherical frontal movement and start recessional velocity with the speed of light at the point of energy-to-mass conversion interface acting like a booster rocket to create an expanding space-time environment able to encompass and sustain matter. From here on we slow down. You like that better? Makes a lot more sense?

Let us recapitulate. We have 3 dimensions for space, 4 dimensions
for spacetime, and a 5th dimension for the expanding and contracting universe. In ignorance, we lump together absolute and relative time which limits our perception and clarity of mind. Expansion and contraction of the universe, from it's begin to its end, is an absolute event. The ball of radiation with bigbang at its centre contains no particles either, since there is no spacetime yet. All we have is space created, ready to manifest. Spacetime starts with the creation of a body having mass, and where and when our "Shell to the Sphere of Bright White Light" converts to a cloud of hydrogen in 3-dimensional space, a condensation of matter out of a radiating sky, an environment filled with bright white light, with an outfall of mass at the tip of each ray standing as a vector in absolute time, and where the light/mass transfer ratio equals the square of the speed of light. This means recessional velocity $v$ at $\tau$ (tau) = BB is infinite, and at the moment of conversion, starting gravity, equals the speed of light. At $\tau = 0$ which means right now, we enjoy maximum universal expansion. In a temporal sense, we are located at the centre to the universe.

To see the Breath of Creation, the expansion and the contraction of the universe as the life-giving force given His 1 & only Son, makes you see how Life is switched on and maintained. It lies in our acceptance, despite Mr. Einstein's greatest objection, that the changing radius to the universe is not subject to the speed of light. It has nothing to do with the relative realm. It is not subject since it lies "in the Absolute", the universe seen from "without" instead of from "within". The term "absolute time" is retrieved from the garbage bin to properly name the time vector radiating from the Origin in all directions within its 5-dimensional realm. When we stop absolute time, and as we experience automatically at or near maximum universal expansion, we, in our 4 dimensions, cannot fathom bigbang since we have no measuring stick left. It should be possible for the upside-down perception-trained mind to see what is real and what is not. Open your mind and see the Light.
4.0 Purpose of Creation

Size: $\tau = \pm 12$ megaG. Center point at $t = \text{zero BC}$. 1 Cycle only.

Perfection in Creation is required, not infinity. Its purpose is to hold Spirit in absolute and relative time between $\tau = \pm 2G$ in perfect balance. All illusions balance, and God's Son is real. "The Split" is a program in upside down perception which assumes the body to be real having fathered the self. We declare "$t = 0 \text{ BC}$" as the Birth of God's Son into manifestation, or simply "the Birth of Christ at maximum universal expansion". As the Body is not real, all Energy is balanced. This gives us an environment of a near steady state in which we recognize perfection. At $\tau = \text{Big Bang}$, recessional velocity is at the speed of light $^*$, while at $t = 0 \text{ BC}$, recessional velocity is zero too. The begin and the end are the same point only seen the other way around. Memory is real because Memory does not change. In our Model of Man, we are segmented in relative time and are offset in absolute time. The Absolute is split. We share our Field in Consciousness which knows of no boundaries. In fact it is a concept which allows us to see this Field as the Shell to a Sphere holding the universe and all Memory within.

* This is for simplification only but not quite right. At $\tau = \text{Big Bang}$, or better $\pm \text{BB}$, recessional velocity $v$ is infinite. It becomes the speed of light when and where the density is right, and the energy ratio of a single "Original Ray" of our "Sphere of Great White Light" to the mass of a single hydrogen atom equals the square of the speed of light. During this "inflational" period, from $\tau = \text{BB}$ to $\tau = C$ the point of conversion, there are no particles, since there is no mass. Spacetime has not started yet. All we have is space. (See also 3.4 Inflation.)
To describe the universe in completion from its begin to its end, we require 5 dimensions: 3 dimensions for space and 2 dimensions for relative and absolute time. One describes the universe from within, the other one gives us the rate of positive or negative recession in the expansion and contraction of the universe from "without". Starting with the origin of manifestation called "big-bang", absolute time becomes the radius to the expanding or contracting universe. The sphere which our radius describes symbolizes our standard 4-dimensional Field \{x,y,z,t,\} with its surface reduced to \{x,t\} (so we can see). We define manifestation as the differential \(dt\) times space. In the theory of Memory, and expressed in computer terminology, the universe is segmented in absolute time and is offset in relative time. All Energy is balanced and is upheld within the focal point \(\tau = \pm BB\). This should not be too hard to see.

To see the breath of Creation, the expansion and the contraction of the universe, as the Life Giving Force given His 1 & only Son, makes you see how Life is switched on. It depends on our acceptance, despite Mr. Einstein's objection, that the living radius to the universe is not subject to the speed of light. It has nothing to do with the relative realm. It is not subject to it since "it lies in the absolute realm" which is the universe seen from "without", as a whole, instead of from "within". The term "absolute time" is retrieved from the garbage bin to properly name the time vector radiating from the origin in all directions within its 5-dimensional realm. When we stop absolute time, and as we experience this state automatically at or near maximum universal expansion as in "right now", we, in our 4 dimensions, cannot fathom bigbang since we have no measuring stick left. Without absolute time, we cannot reach down. It floats like oil on water. It simply does not work. "\(i\{x\}dt\)" along our path \{x\}in relative time "stays always on the plane". It should be possible for the upside-down-perception-trained mind to see and understand this simple thought.

[4.0.2]
4.1 Program in Creation

Creation is a program in Memory. To God our Creator, Creation is complete. To us in the Split, and long past the occurrence of "the Birth of Spirit into manifestation", (or simply "Spirit infusion at $\tau = 0$"), and the announcement of the start of our Kingdom at $t = 0$ BC affecting our after-life, this becomes clear at $t = 1G$. If we compare the rather minute absolute velocity of recession, maybe a few centimetres or millimetres per second in relative terms, as of right now of the entire universe at or near maximum universal expansion, with the speed of light within (the skin of) our Shell which is our realm in the relative, then our Kingdom, created in relative time over the cycle $\tau = \pm 2G$, was "borne in a flash", the "blinking of an eye" in no time at all - at least as seen from a viewpoint in absolute time. The Split is a program in upside-down perception. Here, the body is worshipped as the giver of life. Each part in the whole is trained from early childhood on never to trust anybody at all. Fear is implanted and carefully nurtured. "Survival of the fittest" is taught. The Son fathers himself. This vision is rather disgusting, and should not enter "holy thought". Here is the illusion revealed.

We proceed in relative time, but "we grow" in absolute time. The jump from minus to plus 2G, in the personal sense, is in absolute time. We all have to cross the same bridge. It is a process in Mind. The experience in the body, however, we share in relative time. We adhere to the rules of the Body. Our collective experience in the identification with our physique in 4 dimensions, also called "manifestation", rules our lives. Manifestation, however, is a function of absolute time. Absolute time provides for the radius to the universe, with our 4-dimensional universe seen to be compressed into the 2 dimensional shell of a sphere, holding all past and future events within. In our model of the Unified Mind, absolute
time requires its own, a fifth dimension in the description of the All. Knowing that we are parts of one Body which is not infinite but given, we can change our lives, and work out our history written in eternal Mind.

Creation follows a program. At $t = BB$, recessional velocity $v$ equals $c$ being the speed of light (assumed only in relative terms, even though meaningless because relative time cannot be at $\tau = \pm BB$ since space-time has not been created yet). At $t = 0 BC$, $v$ equals zero too. "The universe is holding Its Breath." At maximum universal expansion, absolute time has come to be zero too; a complete standstill. The Return counts backwards in our Field demonstration, and the Body which was torn apart, comes in Healing back together. At $t = 0 BC$, Creation already became complete even for us in the relative domain to see because of the mirror image, or balance of the illusion in eternal Mind. However only at $t = 1G$ (and as predicted and proclaimed) is this finally recognized. One could say: "There is a quarter of a wavelength between us and the master." Hey, look: "maximum transfer energy!" This should make for a nice antenna if we like to make statements concerning the entire universe. Who knows what others have come up with? There must be billions like us out there. Still, who has a master like us? As far as we are concerned, his theory works. It supports the switch from mono to 3-D. "Cosmic perception", or "CP" for short, stabilizes "CC", our natural state of "cosmic bliss". "CC" is a birthright given every human being. At $t = 1G$ we switch it on. Our aim is $+2G$. Here, in opposition to Adam, we exit Split Consciousness. We enter Knowledge which is not a function of time. The fact that one is not gone, like "being wiped out", was also proven (i hate to say that) by our Lord. He never evolved through the body of the earth; He came straight from the Source. At maximum universal expansion, His Light shines bright. Here He stands at His full Size for everybody to see.
4.2 Creation in Completion

Mind is the endless, never-changing expanse in the existence of Its Source. Since the Source does not change, Creation is complete. If big bang starts Creation, then the cycle to all manifestation in God's Mind must be complete, and must have come to an end. "Fine-tuning" on Hubble's Law (and be hit like with a brick) we discover that the Birth of Christ at \( t = 0 \) BC occurred at the moment of maximum universal expansion and in opposition to Big Bang. At \( t = 0 \) BC, absolute time \( \tau \) is zero too. In our model, Creation is defined by Its Memory capacity of \( \pm 12 \) megaG, and where 1G is the unit of Memory required to hold shared perception in the Body of Man from \( t = 0 \) BC to \( t = 1 \)G, or \( t = 2,000 \) AD. Thanks to Archbishop James Ussher who figured out the birth date of Adam, \( t = \pm 2 \)G describes our "Split", the complete history of self-conscious Man recorded as shared perception anywhere at any time. We state: at \( \tau = -2 \)G (pointing to Adam), "the Absolute is split" into billions of functions in relative and absolute time, radiating into all directions ready for the experience, at \( \tau = +2 \)G the Split is mended again as the mirror image to Adam, and we have this \( 2\pi \) twist or phase shift experience in the relative realm. It comprises of a 360 degree recording, and can be seen as a step function in the absolute realm. One Cycle claiming the All. All parts are back home in the Absolute. Body ID is "dropped" by way of ascension, the doorway to eternal Knowledge. However in the Field of self-conscious Man, relative time goes on, making maximum use of a near steady state between \( t = \pm 2 \) kiloG to bring home the riches of our collective experience by reaching out to strange new worlds in the name of our human Spirit, and our Kingdom we set up and create each moment in relative time, to be shared forever in never-changing Memory held for us in the Mind of our Source. Shared perception is the Christ Who is His Son in manifestation. In Him Life is forever. He is the Son of God.
4.3 Now

Definition: "t = 0". Confined to a location in relative time.

The only access to reality we have on earth is "now". The future and the past are concepts of the illusion in the belief of separation and do not exist in reality. "Now" is defined by "t = 0". We stop everything and look at the segment like in a movie, or photograph. Self-Consciousness or "SC" for short can see and agree. The "Now" is its only window to Truth.

What is not now does not exist in Reality.

t = 0 can mean different things. To us, t = 0 puts a stop to time, also known as "Dornrös'chen Schlaf" (sleeping beauty), in order to explore Consciousness, our Field "right now". Elsewhere, t = 0 may be used to describe the moment of Big Bang seen as the Source to the universe. We call this instant \( \tau = BB \), and measure its distance to us in the now in absolute time. \( \tau = BC \) then would mean "the end at Big Crunch" in contrast to \( t = 0 \) BC which refers to the Birth of Christ at maximum universal expansion, and always carries a number. At \( t = 0 \) BC we notice that \( \tau \), or absolute time, is zero too. From here on it counts backwards. We also see that \( \tau \) gives us the radius to the expanding and contracting universe and therefore its size at maximum universal expansion. Replacing space with Consciousness, we accept our Field as a sphere. We may wish to calibrate \( \tau \) such that 2 million G correspond to a Day in the Creation of the world. This is nothing but courtesy. We may further agree that each moment in relative time (\( dt \rightarrow 0 \) or simply "t = 0"), all unshared illusions balance and fall out. This gets rid of idle fantasy. There is no need to keep this, because in our Field of SC:

[4.3.1]
Shared Perception is the Christ.

The rest just "burns" away being of idle fantasy. In the Memory of Man, this plane is seen as "a segment". Here, all extensions in the Absolute are offset in the Dream of the relative. Each has his or her personal home address "in the Body of the Christ". We are scrambled in absolute and relative time on our personal paths in the "rupture & return of the Absolute" around our centre point at $t = 0$ BC, and in opposition to bigbang.

We cannot comprehend Eternity, but we can recognize its condition which is never changing and therefore must be real, sharing this quality with Truth. Eternity provides for the basis to all which exists. Eternity is the space in the Mind of our Father which stretches out forever, holding all within. The existence of Creation rests forever in the peace of God's Mind. Creation is God's only begotten Son. What we see with our eyes is His Body, like under a microscope, or through a telescope. Time and size wise with our bodies, we are just about in between.
The period T to the cycle ±BB should capture all of manifestation holding Memory & Knowledge within. Since the Source has not changed, Memory is forever and therefore Life is eternal, even though Creation is complete. In the competition for the term "BC", it looks "Base Consciousness" is winning out. The term "Birth of Christ" is so prophetic, it scares people away. Still, it is the most powerful and radiant statement in the world. Once accepted as symbolic and "the Truth", we could relax and from now on quite easily say: "plus/minus zero Gee". It does not devalue reality, but makes a discussion on Truth more acceptable to the learned community. After all: God is a terrible thing to accept after we went through all that trouble getting rid of Him. How can one nation be greater than the other if God is everywhere the same? Who do you think has learnt this the most, whose heroes "went all up in smoke?" Still:

**Shared Perception is the Christ in the 1-ness of God’s Mind.**

We share His qualities and Memory Who is the Son of our Source.

If Big Bang and Big Crunch balance, then BB + BC = 0. We see and agree: BC = -BB. This makes things easier because by using a minus sign we avoid confusion with "the Birth of Christ" as well "Base Consciousness", simply by using the term "BC". Since BB stays the same point of reference during the whole process of expansion and contraction, there is no need to change its name. It is the Field integration of our relative world over and along absolute time which closes the loop.

**All manifestation balances, but the Son of God is "One". He is the Only One.**

[4.4.1]
This is the general idea. There is no need to be carried away or falling apart either in the contemplation of "the Majesty of the Most High", and then be disturbed by thoughts of sin & hell together with the urge to fall on ones knees to ask for forgiveness if one already is at peace. This is on a personal level. In this way, Creation may be seen and described from a scientific point of view, since there is nothing to hide. There is no contradiction within the construction of this theory which I am proud to present, and I am a Professional Engineer free to express my views, and I am free to support what has come through me because I know it's Source.

The Shell of manifestation, taken as the representation of spacetime since Hermann Minkowski's 4-dimensional geometry, now becomes a "Field in Consciousness", expanding and contracting with the universe. This action, however, is beyond our 4 dimensions of space and time. It testifies to the Reality of God's Son, and speaks for "Life Eternal". It adds a 5th dimension to our Model in Mind. Spacetime and Consciousness both share the quality of "unboundedness". In our model of Creation they are seen as "the 2 sides to the same coin", one referring to the physical, the other to the spiritual domain. In the state of self-consciousness, this unboundedness may be experienced in transcendence.
Creation means that the Origin to the universe is divine, and that "the Thrust of the Creator has brought forth Its Fruit." The body is the means for His Son to manifest. He does so through the "Generation of Spirit". Spirit is a function of time. In our distinction of what is real and what is an illusion, Spirit is understood to be complex. In manifestation, Life comes through the earth, but Spirit comes "from above". True to symbolism being the expression of Truth, Spirit enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion. At $t = 0$ BC which means "the Birth of Christ" on earth, absolute time is zero too. Recession is over; expansion has come to a final rest. This point in Mind, and in opposition to "Big Bang", holds the balance to each half. In the format to our Split, at $t = 1G$ and very close to the centre point, we look back in relative time and see our reflection projected in Mind. Here stands Abraham at $t = -1G$. We understand, and give thanks. Healing starts at home.

$t = \tau = \pm 2G$ defines the Split. Here we see 2 focal points between Adam and Ascension, in our paths from earth to heaven. Here at $-2G$ we radiate into all directions, and there at $+2G$ we collect all

[5.0.1]
lifelines again coming from all directions in our relative field of manifestation. Nobody in Creation can ever be lost. However, as absolute time moves over the same point ±2G twice after completing a loop around maximum universal expansion, both poles are turned 180 degrees around against each other. This confirms that what is real adds up, and that the illusion in the complexity called "Spirit" is balanced out. The outcome always is: "God's Son is perfect and complete. He is one."

We see, as we integrate over absolute time by starting at $\tau = \pm 0$, Adam at $t = -2G$ is balanced in $t = +2G$, or general ascension on earth. These two happenings occur at the same time in the Absolute, and being of opposite direction, the illusions in both complex fields balance and fall out. It looks as if God has opened a Domain for Man in "SC" or Self-Consciousness, defined by $T = \pm 2G$ in relative time (that means a time relative to planet earth), by "pulling absolute time apart" at the precise moment of $\tau = 0$, left Hand at $t = -2G$ and right Hand at $t = +2G$, and then starting the Kingdom by giving both ends a twist against each other like winding up a clock, and so by "turning on and letting go" declaring Creation as perfect. This vision should bring God's Son in manifestation "back on top of the world" again. (Perhaps there were some thunderstorms and palace curtains ripped apart, but this concern went quickly away. Massacres were declared as "fun", being cheap entertainment for the masses, and a means for staying in control and on Council of the elected, while enjoying absolute power over life and death on earth. (*Heute ist das nicht viel anders, darf man nur nicht weiter sagen.*)

There is a Switch in Consciousness and as recorded in Memory. In another Generation from now, at $t = +2G$, we look back again and see Adam at $t = -2G$. We see him in our reflection and as we are lifted back to Reality. The Ring is closed. The first point is called "Wendepunkt", the second means "Completion". What has

[5.0.2]
started in error must return to its Source. We leave the body behind; it is not real. We cannot die. The Spirit of Man lives on forever in the Memory of God's eternal Mind.

At maximum universal expansion, absolute time is zero, and starts counting back. "The Body of Creation" is on its way back to where it came from. It is not possible at maximum universal expansion, or close by, to detect or measure absolute time by way of using light. Try to stop a battle ship sailing into a harbour. Try to turn expansion around of the entire universe. This takes a long time. There is no need to invent a cosmological constant either. For all practical purposes we have a "steady state" plus/minus a few million years, enough to outlive our existence on earth or anywhere else, and as seen from the viewpoint of eternity.

We will not live in a body to see and witness the effect our increasing negative recessional velocity has when it comes within a percentage of the velocity of light as measured from within. Then we see the direction we take with our "4-dimensional spaceship", the "whole balloon" of manifestation. Zooming down on highway #5", we are heading straight towards big bang for the complete annihilation of all there is around us. Now can we outrun our light on earth, and see where we are going. Absolute time is running fast, too fast for us to bear, besides, at that time we are long time at Home. The whole idea is science fiction. But it could be simulated. This is pretty neat. From within, the "skies are fallen in", from without, the sphere is collapsing. Before that, we have a little encounter with Andromeda which comes flying fast, eager to embrace us. That's the way it starts, and solar systems fall apart. They have outlived their purposes. Thereafter comes the merging of the super clusters. This is the demolition phase. We are only here to witness to the perfection of Creation in completion. In the cleaning process of Creation, there is no litter left. All goes back into radiation from where all matter comes.
5.1 Birth of Christ

People got high on the "centre-to-the-universe" idea until science took it away. Let us recognize the expression "t = 0 BC" as symbolic to our understanding of reality, and let us accept into our learned mind the concept of maximum universal expansion, then: Surprise!, both sides are right. Just as our concept in SC allows for 2 lobes on 1 stem in 1 mind, so does the concept of error and answer in 1 Mind. This is so because each error in mind causes a counter reflection in the purity of God's Mind. (There are retreats for training.) In transcendence, one-ness of Mind pervades. Manifestation is excitation in Mind. Nothing wrong with that, this is what science is trying to say. Absolute time makes sense when we see that the universe has risen from a singularity. At t = 0 BC we "hit the spot in God's Mind". In opposition to big bang & big crunch stands the Birth of Christ at maximum universal expansion for all of us to see. Just as we dig deep into the first second of the universe to understand the All, so do we search for the evidence which marks our points at -2G, -1G, 0G, +1G and so forth in our more recent history. At t = 1G we make the connection. We connect in Mind. Together we have figured out reality, and have started to make it work.
5.2 Adam

Who or what is Adam? Adam is a focal point in the Field of Consciousness of Man, indicating the size of our Split. Even in evolution it makes sense to say it is here where time begins if time is an invention of Man. In religion God drove Adam out of paradise with God seen as angry and concerned. Here is rooted our pain. From our cool and detached vision at \( t = 1G \), we define the begin of the Split in our Field of Consciousness as the maximum transfer from Base to Split, or Self Consciousness. In relative time, this can be observed and noted. Adam represents. He is a Michener figure in the description of history in which relative time is seen as real. We use Him to measure our relationship with the All. We declare:

\[
\text{Acceleration } \ddot{x} = 0 \text{ for } t = \pm 2G
\]

...which means as much as that at each historical moment in relative time and as we record, maximal conversion from one state to the next has been reached if you take a given populance over a given period of time.

To investigate the Field of the Christ, well, to the split mind, this is frightening. But we can look at its components, which meet with us in the now. All we really need to do is look at us, and this should be okay because Jesus says we are all the same. There is no difference in our true identity. There are no differences in Truth. The rest is imagined, based on body ID and all its ramifications upside-down perception brings. Even though Consciousness itself is not real, it sets the condition for Creation to happen, when and where "Spirit enters into manifestation". This is an ongoing thing. Looking back from \( t = 1G \), we can see our reference at the centre, standing at maximum expansion holding the universe within. In
the Mind of our Father, we are seen as "One". Split Consciousness is "additive"; we do not overlap. There are no missing parts. There are no holes in God's Mind either. Nobody can be outside Mind. We all must fit together, there is no other way. There may be different velocities of so-called "Growth in Consciousness" at different times & locations in the Body of Man. Relative time requires the progression of all parts to be equal, run by the clock of the earth. This suggests the oneness of our common Soul residing in the Body of the Christ. The expression $d^2i/dt^2 = 0$ is unthinkable in relative terms; we can only discover it in the absolute. It defines the size of Creation by defining the size of the Split. Can not everybody see? $d^2i/dt^2 = 0$ means $\tau = \pm 2G$. The ports to Adam & Ascension are defined, in relative and in absolute time. We see both aspects together. The fifth dimension is "out of this world!" It is filled to capacity with the Love of God. It holds our Kingdom in eternity. Accept the idea as real as long as you are in a body and on earth; and it shall stay with you in eternity.

The Field of our Kingdom is held within the Body of the Christ. For that matter, we take Adam to give us more distance between our Self and God our Source. So we start in Adam, and finish in his opposite in the reflection of the origin at maximum universal expansion. In the model of our Split, the relative and the absolute touch, or connect in 3 points: $t = \tau = 0$ and $t = \tau = \pm 2G$. $t = \tau = \pm 1G$ is for understanding only so we can grasp the Idea. (It shifts our relative time reference and gives our plane "a spin", like a recording machine would do to cover all events.)

Very nice. But please tell me: The Field of Consciousness", what's that? How can you see? At $-2G$, the Split is switched on, at $+2G$, it is switched off. In eternity, It stands out like a square. This is so in absolute time. In relative time, and due to the translation or transformation of the signal, or "command" to manifest in our
physical world, we have these two distinct poles indicating the "rupture" of the one singularity into billions of parts in His Body with their curved and twisted life lines between and around them. These lines of lives lived or projected, are reaching out thousand times further in the relative realm, both ways and away from the centre at t = 0 BC, than the pulse in the Absolute contained within ±2G. This is due to the purity and suddenness of the divine switch and as so perceived, and the power of projection we in SC have.

Tell me; is Life out there in the universe? Where did life on earth come from? Do cells ride on cosmic winds and so have started life on earth? Life starts with the big-bang. This is a permanent feature. With the knowledge of our origin, we connect to all who may or may not be. We can relate to energy discharged which fills the void with "Bright White Light", and then the outfall of hydrogen, like in a cosmic firework where light turns to mass at a ratio equals the square of the speed of light, and where the speed of light sets the rate of recessional velocity for our baby universe. Here is our shift from "sensation" to "awareness". From there on we know of condensation and gravitation to slow expansion down. We can visualize the formation of stars, and the creation of elements within their internal burners. Supernovas may spew out rocks that sometimes land on earth. Do they carry spores, or other fundamental forms of life? Unlikely. Under right conditions, life awakens spontaneously. Here we have the shift from awareness to consciousness. Consciousness is awareness of separation, and self-consciousness is awareness plus body ID. So, if our sun is normal having given birth to planets, then what are the chances for the "right conditions" elsewhere in the universe? Memory is the important thing here to consider. Whereas we on earth are segmented in relative time and offset in (personal or) absolute time, so are we around our Shell segmented in absolute time and offset in relative time, parallel to our experience on earth. If that is so, God's Son is bigger than we thought.

[5.2.3]
5.3 Second Generation

Tell me: how does +2G work? "Ascending?" What's that? Like disappearing from the surface of the earth? As long there is doubt, this cannot happen even though its effects are already "loaded into Memory". But we can imagine everybody thinking it is "cool & in" to run around like Jesus at the end of his or her program in the Split of the Absolute. How is the picture on the street? Sure, from the outside, like "in outer space", it must be amazing what happens on earth. But to re-enter the proper time coordinates gives you instant headaches because of tight earth regulations. Can you imagine a planet loaded with healers and nobody sick anymore? Security is installed to protect those beings; they would not even protect themselves! But it helps tourism, and communication "is in" because we are so enlightened, and the computer says so too. As measured in relative time, in the "Split of the Absolute", again as in Adam, we are experiencing maximum conversion across the Field at 2G. Acceleration is zero. This is the peak. We have these "blocks", if you like, of distinct states. They are not gone. They are held for us in Memory, which means for all eternity. In Spirit we enjoy them together. In the Kingdom lies the Promise to eternal Life. Our Kingdom has been well balanced at the centre to the universe.

"Lieber Gott, gib mir die Wahrheit!" Do you think this to be an unreasonable request? What do you mean: "doomsday?" Has John gone out of his mind? What did he see? Upheaval. If socialism crashed, capitalism must go too. What is left? A new world order? How can you survive without fixed income, and all these things which are so important in life? How much do you believe in the reality of God? Have you ever heard of Trust? The Truth reveals itself to you. All you have to do is ask.
The symbolic expression $\alpha$IAM$\Omega$ means "I AM from the Begin to the End" and he or she who understands, can easily see it as the ultimate Truth statement in never changing Mind. This vision reveals itself. It wraps up the whole theory of the Unified Mind into one original Idea. $\alpha$IAM$\Omega$ is like a program compressed into a single Idea, never changing, however "unfolding" in "absolute time". Do you like me to go on? Would you like to know Whose Idea i mean? How about: "He Who Thinks" is the Creator, and "$\alpha$IAM$\Omega$" is His Son in Whom you play your part and your role? Makes sense? Does this not answer all your questions, like "where do we come from, and where are we going?"

Sorry for pointing at the Father, i know, i get all emotional, so we shall not do it anymore. However, we are allowed to look together with Him at His Creation and pass on His Love for His only begotten Son, but not point at Him, like with a finger, confirming our separateness. This is when our emotions get carried away because of our built-in fear, a main feature for Spirit generation and our need for communication in SC. Let's not do it again. We have suffered enough. Let us overcome. We could put the "I AM" part into a little bubble, a body marked with a label like: "here am I", and this is easy for me to see because i associate with my body and so i can be taken out of my relative world, and i can slide up and down in absolute time if this is the dimension to go back and forth in personal time in order to reach the origin, and join with Him in eternity. It is impossible to reach BB, or bigbang, in relative time. Relative time is stuck in the Shell representing our 4-dimensional 1-Stein world, each given moment in absolute time. No rocket can leave that Shell. The mechanics of the universe hold us in a firm Grip. But we can transcend, and overcome the limitations our body puts on us.

[5.4.1]
6.0 Mind

Mind is the basis to all existence. Mind is the medium in which we have our being. "Being" implies "Life eternal". We cannot escape Mind, regardless of the location or time of the experience in Mind. In our model of reality, Mind becomes the medium to "existence in eternity", which stands beyond, or "outside" perception and time.

When we say "space & time", we think in terms of physical manifestation, and when we say "Consciousness & time", we think in terms of Spirit manifestation. How do we deal with the 3 dimensions of space? Is there space in Consciousness? Points of view uphold each other. All derives from the division of one, or in Truth "the only One" Who is not dead but everywhere, fully alive. God's Son in manifestation expresses through Consciousness and time. He is the Christ. He forms the Crest within the Body of God's Son which includes the All from the begin to the end. He is the Spirit of Man. The earth at t = 0 BC stands at the centre to the universe, both in relative and in absolute time. Spirit enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion of the Body of God's Son. In God's perfect Creation, "there are no accidents".

Mind is the underlying principle of all that exists. Creation is the never-changing Reality of our Father created for the Fulfillment of all Desire. Mind is without time, Spirit moves in time, and manifestation is defined by space & time. This, in short, describes our Model of Creation in Mind.
6.1 Archbishop James Ussher

Creation is all-there-is minus the Creator. The Creator is distinct from His Creation. His Creation is perfect and complete. It is finite. If it were not so, sin would be real and His Son condemned in all eternity. At $t = 0$ BC, recessional velocity is zero too. Here we find our reference point for this rather magic and unique moment at maximum universal expansion. $\tau = \pm 12$ megaG gives us Depth in Memory. We assume 1 Cycle only because "God makes no mistakes". He also is not subject to time, being a dimension of His own Creation. Big Bang balances Big Crunch which is the same, only turned around in time. To break absolute time into pieces, relative time was invented in support of a program called "the Self-Conscious Mind", an exercise in "upside-down perception". It creates a Dream in which the body is worshipped as the giver of Life. We place our Split, defined by its Period $T = \pm 2$G, onto the above reference point and gain 2 more points in relative time which we in SC can see. Thanks to James Ussher who figured out the birthday of Adam (Oct 23, 4004 BC) or $t = -2$G$\pm1\%$ in Memory terms, the year 4,000 AD or $t = +2$G, another "G" from now, means "Ascension" for the rest of us. The begin and the end of our Split are defined. Within the clockwork of relative time are we split in absolute time. However (since relative time is not absolute ☺), we can project in relative time our Field in Self Consciousness, or the presence of Man on earth, well beyond both polarities to occupy a range in Memory to cover $\pm 2$ kiloG. This makes best use of the near steady state the change from expansion to contraction provides, and agrees with what we know of our past.
6.2 Step Function

Creation is a Step Function. One moment there is nothing, the next moment: "Creation is complete!" As we judge and separate all Life into different forms of beings and see "evolution of life" as the outcome of "higher forms of life from more primitive ones", so can we do this only in our self-conscious state, since time is of our own invention. However, we can see Creation also as complete by recognizing "milestones in Mind". Let us accept Hubble's Law that recessional velocity is zero as of right now. Well, more likely at $t = 0$ BC because then the whole thing with "God and His Son" suddenly makes sense. At the "Birth of Christ", absolute time is zero too. It turns around. We recognize all balance in Spirit and Creation. God's Spirit Who is His Son, enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion. How else could it be? This is so in eternity! "He comes from above". He does not rise from the dirt of the earth. Consciousness provides for the interface, a Shell shared by all. Here, "Agreement in the Field of the Split" produces complexities in the reality of Mind. This part in Memory is called "the Memory of Man". It allows us to construct a model of Creation held in Mind, defined by $\tau = \pm 12$ megaG of Memory with $t = \pm 2G$ in "the Rapture of the Absolute", translated into our relative realm, balanced around $t = 0$ BC, holding both focal points to our Split. In the Absolute this is a Step, in the relative it shows the phenomenon of our Kingdom created in relative time, by and large with us as the actors, in upside-down perception, through interaction within the Split. We can see this activity stretched way beyond both focal points a thousand fold in the relative realm. It relates to how long we live on earth, or anywhere else, in our self-conscious, or body oriented state. It is caused by the high harmonic content the simple on/off switch function of SC has on us in the relative world.
6.3 Spirit of Man

The idea of 1-ness is quite old; at least as old as Big Bang. Before Big Bang stands the Big Crunch. One must be in balance with the other; only this ensures eternal Life. How come? If energy is real and resistance too, then all must dissipate back into radiation which kills the outer form. Nothing is left. The Son of God is dead. Chaos rules the world. This is the state of mind in the environment called "the Field of SC". Here, darkness abounds. Spirit is a clever mix of that illusion and the real. In reality, matter and space and time do not exist. These are concepts. They have no reality in Mind. They are coordinates in a continuum connecting the begin with the end both held within the same Source. The coincidental 1-ness in Mind during the period of shared perception gives the illusion of separation a complex component towards the real which is of God Who never changes. This by definition is "Spirit", a function of "absolute time" in a relative time frame, and to distinguish this Spirit (alive in the Body of Man) from the rest of the Spirit of God (everywhere else including the earth), we call It "the Christ". Perhaps the term "the Christ" is useful for waking up, while the term "the Spirit of Man" may appeal more to the scientist, or cool analyst. In our Shell, Memory is held within, and since Memory never changes, It can never be lost. We have a Memory Block of self-conscious Man between $t = 0$ BC and $t = 1G$ holding the Spirit of Man in the Form of a quarter section in our $\pm 2G$ Split Theory of Man.

What we share in the Split is our sensation of "I". This "I" we share with every part in the Split. If God's Son is "1", then so must be His "I" as well. In Him we are one.
6.4 Balance in Mind

"Balance" is the nature of mind; any deviation from the Truth must have a counter-balance in Mind.

To any illusion there is a counter illusion. This is the Law of Mind. Take man or woman, right or wrong, whatever is one in the Christ; there is always the counter balance. To escape the pull, you must give up resistance. Even if you are crucified, you must not resist "an Act of God." The ego always fights because the ego preaches death. Relax in the comfort of Heaven. Be free of fear and rest in Christ.

Since there is only 1 Son and we are split, we need some time to regain our balance, each in his or her own way. We have "below" and "above" 2 states: "BC" and "CC" (base, cosmic) in "SC", our Split in Consciousness. This we can see and understand. The body is an illusion, a "projection" of its inner part. It is our means for communication. It is used by Spirit for Its own manifestation. It is an instrument in Creation. Through it, the Spirit of Man manifests. In the Body of Man, we see the Christ in space & time who is God's Son in eternity. The body is only a tool. Our Split into male & female parts promotes the formation of relations and attractions in the Split. Contacts allow Spirit to flow. Is the Split not a tremendous invention, and how it brings Love to us all?

[6.4.1]
7.0 Creator

Creation is the Product of our Creator Whom we refer to as "The Source". He is the Origin to all that exists. In His manifestation is the Creator complete.

Who or what is God and Creation? We have Mind, we have Spirit, and we have manifestation. The Father is He Who never changes. His Son is His one & only Creation. His Son is real. He is perfect & complete. Spirit moves; He is God's Son in manifestation. "Bodies come and go, but Spirit lives on forever, and is forever free."

Manifestation pays witness to the reality of God's Son, while God's Son witnesses to the reality of His Father. Being an expression of Spirit, manifestation witnesses to the Reality of its own Cause. The Cause extends into Its own expression. We are not God (nor will we ever be), but we can easily accept the idea to be extensions in the Body of God's Son. In Spirit we are "1".

Who or what is "the Father"? The Father is Mind. His Domain is the eternal, the never changing. He is Unbound. He also is Un-manifest. What is the Truth about His Son? His Son is God's perfect Creation. Creation is God's only begotten Son. He shares His Father's Mind in Freedom. He is complete. He manifests in absolute and relative time and through the Spirit of Man.

[7.0.1]
7.1 Spirit of God

Who or what is God's one Son? God's one Son is His only Son. He is perfect and complete. He stands from the begin to the end of all time. He fills the universe with His Presence. He is Co-Creator by extending His Father's Will. But what is Creation? Is it what we see with our naked eyes, the universe of stars and their clusters and super clusters in space and time? Creation is the manifestation of God's one and only Son. Manifestation is the witness to Spirit in action. But Who or What is God's Son?

“The Spirit of God is His Son.”

The Spirit of God is His Son. Spirit moves; God does not move. God is the never changing reality expressing through His Son. Any disturbance within can be seen as a vibration, an energy expressing through manifestation as a function of location and time. What is it that manifests to unmanifested Mind? It is Spirit, His only begotten Son. To say: "...and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters" does not mean that there are two Spirits, one of God and the other one of His Son. The Spirit of God is His Son since God does not move, but Spirit does Who is His Son in the Wholeness of His one Creation in perfection and in completion.

There is only 1 Body, even to us in Self-Consciousness. This is the Body of Creation. It is a function of time. We call this Body "manifestation". The Body from the begin to the end of all time is held in completion in God's eternal Memory. Creation in Its Aspect of physical manifestation means we are looking at the Body of God's Son. The Son of God in manifestation is the one which
our Father created as Spirit, and we say: "The Spirit of God expresses through manifestation in its dimensions of Consciousness and time." Man rises to accept this vision by witnessing to the perfection of God's Son in his or her daily life. "Eat from my Body" means "All matter is mine. In my Father, I am the extension to all which is expressed. I Am the I which you and I share. I give you Life eternal. Accept it for free."

We looked at the original Idea ΩIΑΜ, and our vision of the spiritual & physical Aspect of Creation. We learned of the need to introduce "absolute time" in understanding the All from begin to its end. We were introduced to the term "Split" used to describe God's Son being split into billions of pieces which are functions in absolute & relative time, at the precise moment $\tau=0$, or maximum universal expansion, within this enormous flat area where $\tau$ hardly moves from its near zero state in the universal experience in the transition from expansion to contraction. It is here were we have a reference point, it is here where upon we construct our Split. Still assuming God exists, one would think He is aware when half-time is, and when both halves of Creation are conjugate complex, meaning all illusions cancel and all which is real adds up, and where this is the perfect time for Man to receive the Spirit of God Who is His Son in manifestation shining at the Crest, and Jesus explains this rather plainly by saying when and where He is within the Body of Man at any given moment in relative time. In absolute time however, and upon asking, He may install into your mind an inner, knowing voice if you care to listen, kind of 3-D perception, which works as your personal answering machine to any problem facing you, acting upon the principle of the mirror image to any problem in the purity of God's Mind. However, in the case of an emergency, you can call Him anytime. This makes you up-to-date in your personal affairs on earth, and gives you 24 hour protection.
7.2 Holy Spirit

The Holy Spirit is given the power to manifest. All broken pieces of God's Son, scattered in absolute and relative time, are held together in the Body of Man. Here, in the environment of our common body or capital "Body" for short, and where we find ourselves scattered as of right now, we are "out-of-phase" so to speak. *Wir sind phasen-verschoben miteinander*. That's it. In relative time, we witness Creation together. Through the power of our relationships we manifest. Here is the mending to our Split. Sure, we produce goodies and gadgets, but doing it together is what counts. However, it still is the image we crave and all we can think about, because we are so obsessed with the body and its shape and form. But in reality it is Spirit who creates, and he who can see may chuckle in utter disbelief.

"Dropping body frequency" leaves your state of mind unattached to the physical, or that which manifests around you. Here, nothing is permanent. All is there and ready in support of the act. Which act? The Act of Spirit Manifestation by realizing a Field holding the Split each given moment in relative time, and where 2 or more agree in the 1-ness of God's Mind. Spirit does not reside with a location in the Body. Spirit is free. It does not need "a tent"; we had this demonstration before.

"The Holy Spirit is the totality of your Brother Who is speaking back to you."

This is the Law within the Field of Consciousness which keeps balance in the Split of Man in absolute and in relative time.

Strength of Trust cannot be measured in decibels. Either there is
trust, or the opinion of the world wins. As a toddler, and after pondering my mother's good-night prayer

"ich bin klein, mein Herz ist rein, soll niemand 'drin wohnen als Jesus allein ".

i figured: "if there are more than just I out there, then He cannot be with me all the time." To test the situation, i conceived of the most terrible thought i could think of at that time, and then i relaxed and waited. What happened? Nothing happened. No punishment whatsoever. Not even an inkling of it. So i concluded the whole thing must be an invention, an instrument to keep children and other dummies in line. "Instruments" are inventions of the human mind. They are "made up", they are not real. Please do not fall for it. This view became only re-affirmed and cemented quite solidly later on through schooling and higher education. If you do not agree with the evolution of life through the "lucky" combination of parts, you are not enlightened. If you believe in witchcraft & ghosts, you must be full of worms. How can a person fall for such nonsense? (Must be a chemical imbalance in the brain.)

Think of Peter, a guy like you and i (well, more like a hunk). Think of what he had witnessed, and still he denied his master in the presence of a "real life situation" because of his fear that the illusion was real, and the real hand of the master was not there to see him through the situation, and so he got pulled (or sucked) right back into it and he lied, deeply ashamed of himself -- even more so as he had been foretold in front of all the others. He could have dropped dead and instantly died.

What is disbelief? The unified mind theory introduces us to the idea that we, the people who inhabit this earth, have the power to believe that Mind is split, and that each of us has a separate mind with no connection to or identity with all the others, and we can hide. (As we know this is not so.) But we could be known to be

[7.2.2]
"one" by our higher Self, if there is a thing like that. Should be okay. More than that. We now can state: "We are known by our higher Self if we like it or not." It is not God Who interferes with our lives, because to Him, His Son is perfect & complete.

Think of a parallel computer, a "cosmic cube" acting as a central server. Used in a communication system, we could be seen as directories in one drive, our "local drive in local time and where we boot up", and be conceived of by a second drive "in parallel", meaning "at the same time", and where each of us is recognized as a part in the total which forms the Body of God's Son. We can see there is interdependency under the "Law of Balance in Mind". However, telling Peter that God exists and everything what was happening is "all His Doing" would not have conveyed the message explaining Peter what he had witnessed, all the miracles induced by the master. It would only have increased his fear of a God and "His eternal punishment", for one reason or the other, believing God acts like a bully running wild within the dimensions of His own Creation because something may have gone wrong, like "hey, look at all those sinners everywhere". But to say: "I send you the Holy Spirit as a gift from the Father, the answer to your error as your guide to go with you through life", places the master at the "centre to the flock", the reference point to any situation occurring within the Split at any given moment in location of space and time. (There is nothing wrong with copying the idea and applying the principle to a computer communication system to create an independent artificial mind, and to study how it works.)

The Holy Spirit is the Answer of God to the error of Man in his belief in separation. Since the error is not real, the Holy Spirit is not real. Once the error is gone, the Holy Spirit is gone, and God's Son is free. (See also "A Course in Miracles", published by "The Foundation for Inner Peace").
7.3 Trinity (oder die Dreieinigkeit)

What is the Father, what is Creation? We have the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. They are "One". This means the Creator and His Creation are one. Since the Father is the Creator, the Son and the Holy Spirit both are parts in or of Creation. How much is each separate? One half perhaps or one third? One cannot be without the other. Both are inseparable, they are "one". However it is right, seen from the self-conscious mind, to give each of the three Godheads their characteristics leading to the understanding of the three aspects in Creation, and our "Model of Creation in Mind."

We must be able to speak without fear: "If Creation exists, then It requires a Creator. He must be Its Source." There is nothing wrong with saying so. We must also come to realize that Creation and the Creator is all there is. There is nothing else. We must be able to look at the Creator as distinct from His Creation as we are allowed to look at His Creation, including the Holy Spirit, with the same Mind He gave us, namely of His Own which cannot be subdivided either, and declare: "The Creator is not subject to His own Creation, nor is the Holy Spirit real. The Holy Spirit is the Answer of God to the error of Man. When the error is gone then the Holy Spirit is gone, and His Son is free."

This is so by design. In this respect our Creator is both: "outside" Creation, like holding His Son created in the Image of His Perfection & Completion on one side, as well Being Present everywhere else, in us, in our hearts -- any given moment in time, assuring us of His never-changing Love. He is not a function of time. He holds us embraced forever throughout eternity. With 2 dimensions of our 5-dimensional "Spacetime-model of Creation" suppressed, we see manifestation as a Sphere at maximum universal expansion at the moment of the Birth of Christ on earth. With access to Memory, we see Creation standing forever, in completion and in perfection, throughout eternity.

[7.3.1]
7.4 Dimension of Reality

What is the dimension of Reality? Real is God's one Son. He manifests through our common "I". The "I" stands forever in God's Mind as His Only Begotten Son. "The Christ" is God's Son in manifestation, which means in space and time and in an outer, physical form which we in separation can see. Here, we recognize "the Body of Man", the body of a specie defined by its "split in time". Within the experience of the Split, the "now" becomes the platform from which time is perceived as coming from a future to "hit us in the now", only to disappear into the past together with our memory. Action is "now". This is the dynamic state of God's Son Whom we call the Christ Who is the Spirit of Man.

Mind is the background to all there is. "All-there-is" means the integration of all manifestation from the begin to the end of all time. Big-bang, big-crunch, and maximum universal expansion are given points in absolute and relative time in the expanding and contracting universe which we witness and see. Mind provides for the never-changing background to billions of parts of "God's one Son", scattered within "the Split", or "Body of Man", maintained in a formatted state known as Self-Consciousness, or "SC" for short. SC is a state in upside-down perception where each part (of us on earth) is located and defined in space and time. Seen together, or integrated over our complex domain, we always end up as "1" in our "complex Field of Consciousness".

The UMT describes Creation in 5 dimensions. It is an introduction into the Theory of Truth. Terms are defined. Spirit is described as a movement in Mind. In 5 dimensions are we seen in completion. 5 dimensions is all we need to describe "the All".

[7.4.1]
8.0 Creation

God, our Father, expresses in graphical form. He does not live in time. We on earth experience Life in body identification, a program in upside-down perception designed for the purpose of Spirit Generation. In completion all illusions are balanced, and the Real adds up to be the 1 Son in perfection. Let us take a random point on our universal Shell and call it df, a differential area in our Field. This pinpoints the spot of the earth in the universe at the very moment of maximum universal expansion. Since we sit on planet earth, this is our reference point. Now can we construct and superimpose our "Split Period T = ±2G" in relative time, point by point, upon our Shell which is a function of absolute time. While the speed of light is constant in the relative realm, the Shell, during this time, has hardly moved at all. (It takes a little to turn expansion of the universe around.) This gives us a perspective of both scales. From an absolute point of view, Man & His Kingdom were created "in a flash, in no time at all."

The "Unified Mind Theory" falls into 2 parts: the physical and the spiritual aspect in Creation. The term "Creation" suggests that what we see, including Life and Consciousness, assumes there must be a Creator, meaning that in His Mind Creation must be complete, and in our belief system perfect, since He must stand beyond His own Creation and not be subject to It. We do not look at Him, but we look with Him on His Creation. This draws us closer to Him. The physical aspect is that part in us which is strictly mechanical. It is void of life, it is based on math. This gives us a structure of knowledge on which our present day science stands. It describes our 4-dimensional world as seen from within. It does not include Life at all. For this we need an extra dimension. This is described in the spiritual aspect in us which is based on faith and belief in God, the origin of matter and Life, and all there is in the universe. We are His Son on earth.
8.1 Spirit

Spirit is motion in Mind. A change in Mind is a motion. Manifestation can be seen as a resonance of atomic and molecular structure appearing as matter in space & time to serve as a carrier to complex frequencies describing Spirit, namely "where 2 or more parts in the Split of God's Son in manifestation join in the reality of oneness in Mind". There is the "sharing in the Body of Man". Spirit is "what moves in between". As an Idea of God's Son in manifestation and seen from a point in SC, It simply "moves on". It is a movement in Mind. It is us together, all right, however on a different level. Its true level is the eternal, in never changing Mind.

What is unreal? Time is not real. It changes all the time. It does not exist in eternity. Time is a measuring tool for anybody who wants to know. It describes a closed loop. The Split is not real since there is only one Mind. Mind is not subject to time. The body is not real. What comes and goes does not exist within the eternity of never-changing Mind. In the expansion and contraction of the Body of God's Son is its Energy perfectly balanced. In the total integration it falls out. Spirit is the essence which fills the capacity of God's Memory which stands beyond all time.

"Shared Perception is the Christ in the Oneness of God’s Mind."

This, by definition, is the Spirit of Man.

We are not our bodies. What is real cannot be confined in, nor fathered by what is mortal. This is utter nonsense. Here is the illusion revealed.
8.2 Format

The Christ is a Format. He is a Bridge. We can relate to Consciousness and therefore to each other. He is the link to our Source. By coming together in the Split we reach our Father. Upon reaching Home, Consciousness is replaced with Knowledge. The Christ is the Image of God's Son in manifestation, but our Father cannot perceive of separation, nor is God subject to time. He can see us only in completion, and as we are in Reality. However, the Holy Spirit can see us both ways, namely as a function of location and as a function in time, and all of us together at any given moment in relative and absolute, or "personal time", the only valid dimension for each of us on earth in the Split, which gives us a location together with a coordinate in Creation. In the Field of Consciousness, He recognizes the Christ.

In the "unboundedness" of God's Mind, Memory rests forever. Creation is a closed Loop. God's Son is real; all illusions are balanced. At \( t = 0 \) BC, Spirit enters manifestation at maximum universal expansion. Our Split is simple: we enter at -2G and we exit at +2G. If Memory is made of segments in our Field of SC describing Spirit in relative terms, then each segment, or frame, must hold the Image of Christ at the centre. In our Field in Self Consciousness "are we segmented in relative time and are offset in absolute time." This is our "Format in the Body of the Christ".
8.3 The Christ

What is the truth about the Christ? Truth is that which never changes. Mind does not change. Mind is the ocean of Being. Consciousness is woven like a carpet in Mind. Consciousness is "perception in separation". Self-Consciousness is the state which represents Man in His Split. This is "the Domain of the Christ". The Christ is not real; He is a concept in complexity. Who or what is the Holy Spirit? The Holy Spirit is not real. He is not even complex. He is God's Answer to the error of Man. He is gone when the error is gone. The error is not real. It is nothing but erroneous belief system "piled up higher & deeper" serving as the format for Spirit Generation. At each moment \( dt \to 0 \), all "private errors" balance in the horizontal. Time is a dimension of Christ. His time is absolute. In Him are we split, but we can measure the Body containing us in relative terms and in relative time. In the Body of the Christ, we see all Mankind combined. In Him, we share the Body of Christ. In "expanded Memory" (both lobes are working in harmony), we see Him as He stands in Reality as a 5th dimension at \( t = 0 \) BC linking straight with The Source in our Model of Creation. We say "now" and "\( dt \to 0\)" and we discover Consciousness as the Field holding our higher Self. A fantastic thought! What is real does never change. Real is God's Son, and so is His Father. The Christ is God's Son in manifestation. This is what makes Him complex; because in manifestation, He is split in time. In the balance of the illusion, we marvel at His complexity. He holds the world within. He is the Christ, the Spirit of Man.

The Field of the Christ is His Kingdom. In eternity, God's Son stands in completion as the product of His Thought and His Love, even though "Thought" is a function of time, while Love may be looked at as being constant, never changing, coming straight from the Source. It stands in completion at the centre to

[8.3.1]
All in Creation. Self-Consciousness serves its expression in time. With the moment $t = 1G$, which by now has past, Creation is defined. "$t = \pm 2G"$ opens our Field between Heaven and earth, with the Split of His Son at maximum universal expansion. Relative time is the realm of Spirit, "the Christ" in the Body of Man, and as He enters manifestation expressing "His Self" through the absolute in each individual part. These points define the Field of the Christ which we call "The Kingdom of Christ". What is the Field of the Christ? The Field of the Christ describes God's Son in manifestation. These are His playgrounds in eternity. What is real?

"Shared Perception is the Christ in the 1-ness of God's Mind."

Here we have an indication towards that which is real. The Christ is a concept, and therefore a means "to arrive at the Father" who is our Source. The Christ is complex by way of His own nature, meaning: "He is alive!" Only by surrendering the illusion of separation and the abandonment of all projects and planning is Knowledge obtained. "Complex perception" is like stereo vision: depth in Creation is perceived. There are always two views to each appearance: judgment from a point in the belief in separation, and the other one from the vision of a unified Mind. However in reality there is but 1 Judgment and this is of the Father Who can see us only in His Own Perfection. In Him, His Son is healed and whole and complete (see also Jesus: "A Course in Miracles").

[8.3.2]
"The Christ" or Spirit of Man, and as represented by Jesus, is seen as Co-Creator to His Father. All of Creation manifests through Him. This is the 1-2-3 of John's Gospel Chapter #1. He stands before Creation. He is Its Source. Christ is God's only begotten Son as He manifests in our world, and this includes the heavens in absolute and relative time. Hold it. Not so fast please. What are "heavens in relative time?" Harmonics of the square. 2f₀ is simply "heaven" lower case, a resting place and where dead bodies go. Jesus is here, not over there. In our relationships here on earth we discover the Christ. The Body of the Christ is the Body of Man in its totality. Within this Body "moves the Christ." Now do we see the Christ since we can relate. He is on our level. Together we enter the Split, together we leave it behind. We open the universe and we close it behind. The Idea of the Lord stands at the Begin, the End, and everywhere else in between. In our dynamic Field we simply place the Source to Spirit directly at t = 0 BC to fill the universe with the Spirit of Man. In the 1-ness of God's Mind, we recognize:

```
“Shared Perception is the Christ!”
```

... never mind the illusion shared. This is, as Jesus points out, worth to keep forever in God's eternal, never-changing Mind. This is the essence to our Kingdom. The interesting thing is that before t = 0 BC, Creation appears to have still been under construction, but with "Spirit entering manifestation" and with it the start of His Kingdom at "t = zero G", we see, as we integrate over absolute time starting at τ = ±0G both ways, how our future in the relative must always balance the past. The unspeakable joy of joining together still lies ahead of us.
9.0 Memory

Quality: Never changing, therefore real
Purpose: To provide a Home for Spirit to live forever
Dimension: Consciousness integrated over time
Capacity ±12megaG

Unit of Measurement 1G

How does Creation work? There is a Fire Ball in Mind, in Memory -- an Explosion in Light, and this Light carries Life. Imagine a "booting up into eternal Memory", a scheme which is purely mental. Memory, being real, stands before manifestation of the idea of hydrogen and its structure and form, and its own outfall from this "Great White Light" resulting in fields of gravity in space and time. This is where manifestation of the Body of Creation begins, in the material sense. We witness the formation of clusters, and see the light of suns switched on. We witness the forming and mending of elements within these radiant burners. Looking back with Hubble, we see that the recession of all clusters from each other has come to an end, as of right now, from the speed of this Light 12 million G's ago. This gives us a Hubble constant of 40.77 km/sec/megaparsec, should anybody care.

How about Life? The Idea of Life on earth is passed on through the light of the sun. This is the whole trick. Here, the Body, the earth, is "re-ignited with the Light of Life". We all form a part in "the Body of the Christ", but Spirit is One and forever free. His Face shines through all of Life. In our revelation of God's Son on earth, He is the Christ, and Who by definition is "the Spirit of Man". Only we in SC can fathom the meaning it holds to measure the universe in terms of human Memory blocks. Within the full cycle of Creation, we project a total capacity of ±12 megaG, enough for Spirit to "roam about" in eternity. We know of the "ex-
plosive Power of Expansion" the First Generation holds. Each bomb is a testament to the hate invested to kill the Body of Man which holds the Spirit of Man within. However, God's Son cannot be killed. We rise to meet and see Him, not the other way around. This is the meaning of the "Second Coming of the Christ".

Creation is measured in terms of Memory Blocks, since the cgs-system beyond our "steady state" makes no sense and breaks down. 1G is the only solid piece of measurement we all understand, in the confusion of all the different times at different times.

“Content is of the Essence”

Memory is a concept of "layers of Consciousness holding shared perception in relative time stacked up on top of each other in absolute time." It describes the experience at any given moment in absolute and relative terms in which relative time is based on the "Split of the Absolute centered at t = zero BC", the moment of maximum universal expansion. It deals with the experience of God's Son in manifestation. It deals with us discovering our higher Self. It does not mean God's Mind is like a computer with things stored away. This would make time real. Well, how about "complex" because our free will, given by God, is still involved? In His Mind all events, future or past, are present, or Memory would be dead and not alive to give Spirit Life eternal. Love comes from the Father and goes to His Son. This is constant and never changes. His Son can only pass it on.
9.1 One G

Definition:

1) 1G is the unit of measurement to measure depth & width in Memory

2) 1G is the capacity of Memory required to hold shared perception in the Field of self-conscious Man between \( t = 0 \) BC and \( t = 2,000 \) AD midnight Greenwich Time.

3) 1G holds in Memory "the First Generation of Man".

The term "1G", or "one Generation", refers to "the First Generation of Man." It is the unit we use to measure depths in Memory, since units in Memory do not distort, but units and measures based on the cgs-system break down outside our stable state. If \( t=0 \) BC is our central reference point and \( t = -2G \) means Adam, then \( t = +2G \), and as seen from \( t = +1G \), would be the logical answer as to where the Split is collecting all ends, never mind from which direction in the relative they may come. Saying "good bye" to the body is here the right answer. The body is an illusion. This is "the Jesus state". It gives you access to knowledge; it gives you life eternal.
9.2 One Generation

If we look at the clockwork of our physical heaven, we see 1G has elapsed. The time of our Kingdom is here. We state: "T/4 = 1 Generation of Man" and we define: "1 Generation = 2,000 years." 1G is a measurement to fathom the universe. The universe was made for us. In Its centre were we born. From our centre rose the Lord. We reach to its outmost ranges. It is ours for the asking. The form expressing Spirit can only be seen as a response to its Cause. The Body of God's Son cannot be less perfect than the Spirit which fills it. If you haven't got it yet: "The Body of God's Son is the universe!"

1G = 2x10 Centuries. To us a century is long; a lot of things can happen. One century is a heavy piece of human history. How can we see it in a metaphysical way? There are 10 decades. Each decade holds a different format or "colour" in Spirit. At t = 0 BC all colours combine into the "Bright White Light" at the Centre.

1 Generation means 2 thousand times around the sun. These figures have power in self-conscious Mind. 1G is a "seedling to the universe". "1G of Man", a chunk of Memory of shared perception by definition, represents the whole Son simply because of affinity, or if you like: "proximity". We can relate to that. We can easily see ±1G to occupy the centre to the universe, and to be the Cause of It. Without us there is no Spirit, without Spirit there is no universe. It is just as simple as that.

"1G" also is "a date". This has herewith been fulfilled. A picture has been taken, at t = Y2K, to serve us as a reference.
9.3 One Block of Memory

If you see glory in form, you are wasting your time. The form can only be the expression of that which lies "behind", the Idea inspiring it. The form can only serve as the witness to the idea which is real. In SC, we use the body as the carrier for messages to be passed around in the Split. This is called "communication" and forms the basis for "Spirit Generation". Ideas are in the mind of the beholder. In the infinite capacity of the Mind of our Creator, Ideas are real and forever since God does not change His Mind. There is no form too large or complex as not to fit the capacity of its Source. All ideas derive from \( \omega_0 \) which is the "Fundamental or Original Idea" holding all of Creation, the universe and Spirit within. We declare:

"Man in the Absolute" is split between \( \tau = \pm 2G \). His error is balanced at \( t = 0 \) BC, which God has placed at maximum universal expansion. Spirit governs the universe. He truly came as the Son of God.

We have a system which is complete within itself. We all can relax. There is nothing to fear. One Generation represents 1 Block of Memory of Spirit in Mind. We use it to fathom Memory, in substance and in form. We also say: "\( \pm 12 \) million G's describes It all." Really: 1G means one quarter of a wavelength in the eternal Harmony of our common Soul imbedded within (the blueprint of) the universe. I know, must be extremely boring. In the world of SC, 1G is defined as a Memory Block of shared perception "in the Body of the Christ" at \( t = 2,000 \) AD, and as measured from \( t \) equals zero G holding the centre to our Split, as well the centre to both halves of the past and future universe. Anything else I can bore you with?

If time is not real but Creation is (because God's Creation is per-
fect & complete), then Creation must be now as seen from within our relative realm. This is the way we can relate to Truth, since we understand. The illusionary part in the Split in manifestation is perfectly balanced in $I_0$ which represents the Field of the Christ, with its origin firmly planted in the physical domain at $t = 0$ BC. This must be so if we assume Creation to be real. It is here where Spirit enters the Body of Creation at maximum universal expansion. In our investigation of any situation at any given moment in time $dt \to 0$, we can think in 2 ways: we can think in terms of "non-completion", giving rise to the vision of the "completing Son". Here we have a process in action, and we are right in the middle of it. Each moment in our relative realm, we can see us frozen in time and space. We are held within a "frame" not unlike in a movie. However the movie goes on, and we must hurry and keep up and complete whatever we were doing. (We cannot do against the Will of God anyhow.) The other way would be to contemplate the eternal, each moment in the now, never letting go of the Now and as experienced in transcendence. Here, the past and the future are pushed out far, and the All completes Itself. (This is a sensation, a vision encompassing the universe.) The past and the future have disappeared into far away boundaries to give way to the Idea which stands beyond "the α" and "the Ω", the alpha and the omega, the begin and the end of all time. By discarding all concerns for the personal body, we assume the dimensions of our higher body in order to join the Self. In SC we can say: "we assume our higher Self." This is so as to "awaken in the Christ". In the experience of shared perception, we inherit the Body of the Split held in eternal Mind. In it we are of 1 Spirit. Here, we do not join parties to oppose and uphold each other. There is no need for any defence either. We drop all fear and step into the Kingdom, extended and offered right now here on earth to us. We cannot die. This, you know, is for sure. The body is not real.
9.4 Centre to Creation

When we look at Creation as God's only begotten Son, we start to wonder. Here we have the beginning, and there is where time ends. In the middle of it all lies the centre to Creation. Within the Ocean of Cosmic Awareness lies imbedded Self Consciousness. Seen in time and pulled apart, It looks like an egg, the seed to the All, with its 2 focal points at \( t = \tau = \pm 2G \), showing our different paths, reflecting on its own. Its physical aspect is the Body, split in time, and its spiritual aspect is the Christ, the Spirit of Man, and as described in our Field of Self Consciousness, a format imbedded in the Ocean of Consciousness. In Memory, in the relative realm, are we offset in the absolute, however in absolute time are we offset in relative time, seen in cosmic terms. Shared perception is the Christ in our dynamic field. The real component of the complexity must, in the integration, always add up to the number "1", while the Body in the integration over absolute time falls out. All physical energy balances; but the spiritual energy is stored in eternal Memory. "You can do only with what you've got", and if that is Mind, pure and simple, unmanifest, so it be. "One Son only!" Remember? How would you have done it? Please do not come with hocus pocus, or "mind grows from dirt", or stuff like that.

At -2G we enter SC, at +2G we step out of it. Complexities balance at zero BC, and so does the whole universe. Even if you are only 1 out of, say ±12 billion pieces (or "rays"), without you there would be a hole in God's Mind. You do not know the Power you tap by your investment in the Atonement. You tune into the most fundamental wave length there is. In our every day experience this is really DC, no perceivable change at all. But you and I agree "1π is half a spin", and we burst out and say:

"Gee whiz, 1G!", …

[9.4.1]
... and we realize: one G is half a pie, a quarter of "the whole trip."
Far out! Good show! At one time we thought God was dead. Here is the Spark which fills the universe with "instant Life" in the 1-ness of God's Mind.

t = 0 BC holds the centre point to our Split in absolute time defined by ±2G, the ports of entrance to and exit from our state in Self-Consciousness, and where upside-down perception, as a standard format, is maintained. Here, the body is seen as real and the giver of life. In opposition to its Source, all Memory from the begin to the end of all time is contained within our Shell at maximum universal expansion. Each of us holds a copy of this vision in his or her formatted mind. As we practice understanding, so are we "lifted" in Mind, and we see above the clouds which retard our vision during our daily lives.

Listen: May I interrupt here for a moment your monotony as there seems to be some space left on this page to throw in a short question. Sometimes you say dt (dee tee) or δτ (delta tau), or even dτ (dee tau) or δt (delta tee). What’s the difference? Is there a mistake, or just general sloppiness, or half-digested thought? Do we know what we are talking about?

Relative and absolute time describe 2 different fields proceeding in different directions, as they are time vectors standing perpendicular to each other each given moment in relative and absolute time. The differential "d" in general refers to our 4-dimensional field, while the differential "δ" describes our 5-dimensional field. They may be applied either in the description of fields, or the path of an individual part in his or her personal journey and his or her experience in the physical domain. Good enough?
10.0 God is holding His Breath

The "i" is a function of time. The "i" is an image of oneself. It is a judgement of ones own evaluation against the rest of society. It is a function in relative time. Here we find "ups & downs", like feelings of superiority changing to feelings of "being down". How about absolute time? In the absolute are we real, or hold the component to the real. At least we move in the Reality of God, and if this term is too harsh: "the dimension of the real because the background does not change." Remember: "Reality does not change." In our Field Integration over absolute time, between ±2G, are we balanced and complete. Here and now in relative time, which means 1G away from our centre point at maximum universal expansion, absolute time still appears to be standing still. First we have zero Memory "in the Kingdom of Christ" at His Birth, now we have +1G, and the next step from now is +2G closing the Loop in the Split to provide us with the Kingdom, which means "to be in Spirit". Sure: we also may step right through 2K, 2 meg and all the 6 Days of Creation to arrive at most glorious ±12 megaG closing the Ring of Creation, if the image of the body is so important. This would be very tedious and not a good idea. We have come from there. We don’t know if we want to go through that again. It must have been like hell.

Let’s go back to $\tau = 0$ G. Recessional velocity is zero too at $t = 0$ BC. "God is holding His Breath." Nothing is going on. Only in Rome are Christians thrown to the lions, just for fun. What a boring thing. Well, there is another vision. There is shared perception all right, but also the "personal relationship with the Lord". (Sorry for rubbing it in.) "Tuning in" means "this is absolute time." (It still is shared.) Cut your ego down. Do not resist. From a worldly point of view, you are insane. How can you walk away from your property, your estate, whatever means so much to you in this world? Not even a fight? Even this state comes to an end at switch-over time.

[10.0.1]
Absolute time is needed to describe the function of the prodigal son and his experience in the Field of Self Consciousness with its program in upside perception and body ID, which each and every one of us must follow to describe the full pathway of the part in the Split defined by $T = \pm 2G$. Absolute time is "the time of the Absolute". It is not subject to space-time, "the manifest" as seen from the split mind each moment in relative time. It measures the expansion and the contraction of the entire universe directly. The same holds true for Consciousness, joining space in "un-bounded-ness". Now do we get rid of 1 dimension, and we see the Shell of our Sphere as a Field in Consciousness which, as a function of absolute time, holds all of Creation "within". Between $\pm 2G$ we have next to no stretching or shrinking of the universe. For all practical purposes, the universe "is standing still". We may want to calibrate absolute time in terms of relative time within $\pm 2G$, even though each is a different vector pointing in a different direction within two different worlds altogether. (Absolute time is radial, while relative time is tangential with respect to the surface of our Shell.) Even though we find evidence of human existence 2 kiloG prior to Adam in relative terms, 8,000 years is all there is "in absolute time within the Split of God's Son" on earth.* Our Kingdom is defined. However, we on earth may proudly say: "Our Field in the relative stretches to claim $\pm 2$ kiloG in Shell Memory." This goes together with the switch we experience at $+1G$ starting us out towards ascension at $t = +2G$, or $1G$ from now. It corresponds with the data we get from the bones we find and study and collect.

* This may be seen as the "standard" within the Split. However, you can jump or retard in your personal, or "absolute" experience in the relative realm. Doing the right choice may save you from a lot of suffering as Jesus in his "Course in Miracles" explains. However, your free will is guaranteed under the terms of God’s Creation in perfection & completion, and that His Memory be real. There is no contradiction, because illusions do not register since illusions are not real.
10.1 Body of Man

When we look at the "Body of Man", we start looking at an individual body as being representative, or being a part of it. We take it apart, we put it together. We have brought this art to a peak. We have checked it inside out. "Where did its life come from, where did it go?" Well, whatever it is: it has no weight. We have checked that out too. The soul has no weight. The body is its projection. It serves us as a carrier. Whatever we occupy, the Idea about us has not left Its Source. Split into male & female, we call it "the Body of Man". Its Body-frequency provides us with an environment called "Consciousness of Man". Here, at Base Frequency, Consciousness is at Its purest, no structure or operating system whatsoever. A clean sheet in Mind. This is our "common I". (We leave room for expansion in the "Body of the Christ" to include "the Body of the All".) * Jesus talks about different rooms, and under set conditions we "expand" under Him. We declare:

"The Split was made for Spirit to enter because of the attraction within the Split."

We single out the Awareness of a species on earth called "Man & Woman". Why not Woman & Man? Sure, then female is left and man is right. ☺

* "Body of the All" is not a happy term. When we say "Body", we mean its manifestation in physical form and in relative time, at a universal moment "looking at the sky". However, we must include Memory being segmented in absolute time, to provide us with "the All, from the begin to its end". When we think of "the All", we cannot grasp the universe in relative terms only, as it will forever delude us. The absolute and relative do not mix. However, we can see the "All" in completion quite easily when we include the absolute Domain by defining it, and keeping it separate from our 4-dimensional view.

[10.1.1]
10.2 Body Frequency

Consciousness is perception of separation. We can see Consciousness as a state in excitation. We can imagine "the centre point in perception" as a state shared with the rest in the Split. In each extension, it expresses as "base memory", a standard capacity of base experience to which we add personal judgment in "real life" as a function of time. Each part in the Split lives within its private sphere holding its own world of personal judgment and condemnation. Judgment is a temporary thought, an opinion about God's Son minus you which governs your position of $j\omega t$ in deviation to the Judgment at the centre. While Spirit means Life, the ego is forever preoccupied with format and judgment, further upholding the Split. It is the projection of personal judgment which identifies with the location in our "Wheel of the Ego Plane". Throughout its limited life, the ego is concerned with formatting. It is the judgment upon God's Son, in the form of all your brothers minus you who together are "your Brother". On Him you place your stamp of condemnation when you leave the plane of the earth. How do we modulate? All right:

$f_0$ is base frequency". (This has nothing to do with $\Omega_0$ describing the cycle to the Split.) We say: "$f_0$ is our body frequency." It acts as the carrier to the modulation we create and as we interact, and holds witness to the memory of our common past. It is like white noise; it is like a white sheet of paper. This is "base frequency". With each "character in our font", we gain a separate identity. Now properly identified, we begin to communicate. We have to because of sex, food and shelter. We are forced to agree despite our pre-occupation with death and fear. This gives Spirit a chance to manifest. We modulate "base frequency", our common "carrier frequency". Now can we see us acting like little robots within an overall computer. Still, the choice of action is free, or at least so seen. Jesus says the shortcut you make by letting go, giving over

[10.2.1]
to HS, (and if HS is like a computer then we know who is in charge,) may save you thousands of years of misery ahead of you. Even though the model to our Split is defined and seen as complete, you can always "jump" between lines. It depends on you. (This is like magic, and requires a "Harry Potter mind" 😊) I know, talking about the body, as if real, always is a "freaky thing". Now let us regain our posture, and be perfectly normal again:

We proceed in relative time, but grow in absolute time. The jump from minus to plus 2G, in the personal sense, is in absolute time. We all have to "cross the same bridge". The experience in the body, however, is in relative time. Here, we adhere to the rules of "the Body", the rules of society. Our experience in the identification with the body, and the physics surrounding it, rules our lives. It shows in our common Memory. Through the Knowledge of knowing we are "1", namely that we are parts in the one and only Body, and as defined, we may want to change our view on Life, and with it the course of history carved forever in never-changing Memory. How does this work? How can you change something if the outcome is already foreseen? I don't know, don't ask me. Speculation on body frequency is not conducive to contemplation. It leads away from the Truth we have sofar gained. The All can be understood only in completion.

How do we subdivide Consciousness without violating its integrity? Do we punch holes or squares into its skin? Do pieces overlap? Are there "left overs" in the surface of the shell? The Shell can be conceived of providing the base function of perception, like "white light", and therefore can be seen as a frequency, which carries our human existence in Consciousness and in absolute time. The Shell is the Skin to the Sphere of the universe which holds all Memory within. The Shell provides the base to our "Field in Consciousness" in which "the part in the relative" is off-
set in absolute time. We, being 1, and who live happily together in relative time, are "split in location and absolute time". Each of us has his or her "home address" in the Field of SC where and when we enter our earthen plane. Here we are known and registered starting with the moment we are born. However, knowing our weakness and fear, we are concerned with privacy. If Drive A describes our Field in the relative Realm and as seen so from within the Split, then Drive B may describe "our Field in the Absolute", namely where we communicate and are seen as "1" in our unified operating system. Imagine a host, a "cosmic cube" which sees us all in parallel and as an extension to itself. By recognizing "shared perception in the Field of our Split", we have defined "the Field of the Christ". Our Shell contains the Knowledge of the Father about His Son. Nothing is outside anymore. The "I" stands at the begin and the end of all time. This I is shared by you and me.
10.3 Harmonics

There is excitement in Mind. One could say "over-excitement". Second and higher orders of distortion are rampant and at maximum capacity. "Up there", they all know it so much better. However there is no way to "work things out", being on your own "projected piece of property in mind". At the level at 2f₀, relative time is scattered (to you), and there is no common Body serving as a common carrier anymore. All you can do is gain understanding and know you are not dead. Sure you are "dead", you may even have watched your own funeral, but somehow "things are going on." The world is not coming to an end, as you may have feared. You like to carry on the dream; but it shall fade. Relax in God Who is your Source. This is a transformation from the illusion to the real. There is nothing to worry about. Standing before Him you are clean.

In the fantasy world of the earth, there are "superior beings" thought to be of such "high vibrational rate" as to "radiate white light" -- or whatever. However on the other side, we on earth are so much closer to the Source because of our 1-ness in the Body of the Christ. Only on earth can we create. In Truth there is no higher or lower. This applies here or anywhere else at any given moment in time. It is our common Body which keeps us together here on earth. It is here on earth where the Spirit of Man rises to become the Christ, the Son of God in Creation.
10.4 The Soul

What is a soul? Jesus avoids mentioning it at all in his Course in Miracles. We relate to the soul as something which has a "spin", and we give this spin a direction and a magnitude within a field. A soul is based on feelings and emotions. These feelings are "within". It sets the tone for the action driving the body, its servant and lifetime vehicle. Your soul is of vital importance to you, a feature you do not wish to lose. It holds all your secrets within your personal self which you are not inclined to share with anybody else.

If we assume an "Over Soul" upheld by our Split frequency with a period of $T = \pm 2G$, a cosmic cycle performing a loop around maximum universal expansion, it is likely we share this sensation in contemplation or meditation, or through intuition or revelation of a "slowly rotating firmament in Mind" - with respect to the "absolute reference" we were always looking for $\odot$ - recording history as "Memory in Mind", since we all "share the same boat" no matter where we are in the Absolute, scattered all over in relative time referring to the relative realm, also called "manifestation". Our Body in space-time can be seen as broken down into pieces, symbolized by vectors plotted in a complex Field to provide for the reference in our inter-connected lives. Each time the spin is different, and points in a different direction affecting the rest of the gang. This should make it possible to see us all "reassembled at the same time". It may help to see us all as one; and with compassion we realize that we are truly one and all accounted for, with nobody missing in the Split of the "one and only one". God makes no mistakes. So let us look at us again:

If we deduct what is common to us, we discover it is the belief system which is responsible for the direction of the soul. It is bent to go somewhere. The personal belief system is based on "where each of us comes from", starting with the experience since con-
ception, and the (rude) awakening in a body not of your own. Easy is the direction copied from a body to a body ready to be "entered", or assumed by "a soul" with the first breath of air, set free to fend for itself within the fundamental belief system of our Split, common to us all, and which sees things "upside down", and where mind evolves from dirt and the body is worshipped as the giver of life. This starts a human being in self-consciousness and body identification by definition and official registration on earth.

How can we see us on a plane, in Consciousness, linked around the world? Consciousness is common, a Field in which we are seen as "broken down into parts & pieces, formatted in upside down perception, scattered in absolute and relative time all over the surface of the earth." Since the experience of the soul is not shared and the body is not real, we might as well look at both forms within the illusion and see them translated as a personal sphere with a driver in its seat which is you in our "Field of Action" with a personal memory stored away, and so allow the ego a vehicle in which to rest and relax and direct its own destiny in the absolute domain. What we really do is we assume a copy of our cosmic Shell, size it down to the body of our part, brought into the dream state of our self-conscious mind in which Consciousness can be broken down and subdivided and wrapped around "individual souls". So we visualize "little bubbles of personal consciousness" in a Field into which nobody can spy and see.

Fascinated with this vision, we look at the Split as real. Now can we link our destinies, or personal files stored in the Absolute, with our physical location in the relative realm, its setting defined by the earth, our sun, the galaxy and bigbang. This may lead us into the magic and wonders which lie beyond astrology, or animals or plant life on earth, leading the seeker away from Truth. Our reference point in absolute time, however, lies at maximum universal expansion, or \( t = 0 \) BC meaning the "Birth of Christ on earth",

[10.4.2]
and when and where His Kingdom began, for us to see and having witnessed for the last 2,000 years, called the "First Generation of Man". This is real.

Our field- or lifelines plotted in our model of Split Man as a function of absolute and relative time may be thought of to become corpuscular, "assuming bodies" each moment $dt = 0$ so we can study each situation, since "before or after, there is no body anymore, and with it no image left." We look at the illusion in the crosscut as real, and take the illusion along with us in the relative realm for a while. We use it as a carrier to generate shared perception within our field of Consciousness in separation, and so give rise to a complexity within the ocean of reality, which, integrated over our "Field in SC" (by using the surface of the earth each given moment in relative time holding all parts in the Split), becomes "the Spirit of Man", also called "the Christ", to indicate the 1-ness of God's Son. On the battle field, He stands on both sides. On His Body, we inflict our wounds. In Him, we are cleansed of all sin.

But how about "the spin"? What sort of spin does $\pm 2G$ have: "1 cycle over 8,000 years?" To me that's DC. In the Absolute, when you follow the path, this is true. But seeing it in relative time analyzed by the self-conscious mind at $t = 1G$, it is not. Let's not forget the Body. The Body is "spun around" too. What is it made of? The Body is made of smaller bodies. What are these bodies made of? Combinations of elements. What are these elements made of? The sheer experience of coming together. While the idea of the Soul rests in absolute time with $\pm 2G$ well defined, the soul in our relative world assumes that its mix of frequencies, the blueprint to the body, is real and must not be lost. Here we have our "high vibrational rate" of those who live in "eternal bliss & ecstasy", deeply implanted within our 2nd or higher order harmonic field to our Split in Consciousness. However, it is not excitement we seek.
The Peace of God is my one goal, the aim of all my living here

... and as the Course in Miracles prescribes. The soul does not last. There comes a time for each part in the Split to leave it behind since the body is not you and time in the body, or out of it, is over for you. The soul is a product of the Split in Mind. It holds a "potential", and we draw lines through our Field in Consciousness and time. The Split $\pm 2G$ shows us Man's full potential. It is here where we create. However our Creation, being our Kingdom, rests on the illusion that what comes and goes, the body, the image, is real. Ignore the illusion, and Truth is revealed to you.

"The soul" means there are feelings. It needs a body to express. It regulates its heart and controls the output of love towards other parts in the Split. However, it is also filled with longing for love and the fulfillment of all desire, and to be in a state of bliss to last forever. The Love of the Father is constant. Its Flow does not change. We see It as "Bright White Light", reaching each of us equally. No "modulation" at all, just Pure White Light. The ego is the modulator. In it's upside down perception, it tells the soul how to feel. It turns the pure white light into a colour, a "characteristic frequency", distinct from all others. But as a defence for the ego, the Split of God's Son, as a Divine Act centred around $t = 0$ BC, into $\pm 12$ billion parts or pieces, only needs to be fulfilled since Creation has been created in perfection and in completion. We only have to look at Who represents each part in the Split of our higher Self. We can also say: "The Program of the Split acts like a prism to give each part in the Split a personal colour coding holding its characteristic frequency. During communication, these colours fluctuate." In the Field, there is either confrontation or shared perception. "Black or white." Now can we see what is balanced out and what is kept. Sorry for bringing in mysticism, but this is what you get when you talk about souls, equating colours with feelings.

[10.4.4]
The above diagram shows the relationship of relative and absolute time, and where it starts and where it ends. It shows all balance in Creation. It describes the loop we perform in our Split.

The range of $\tau = \pm 2G$ provides for a cycle. Let us project this "absolute period in time" onto our straight relative time scale (in our "1-stein" relativity domain :) at $\tau = 1G$, also known as Y2K" in relative terms, halfway in between our Split range in absolute time. So we place our relative time scale, thought to be perfectly straight and stationary (whatever that means in cosmic terms), to "intersect" the Shell because it is curved at $\tau = \pm 1G$, right in the middle of the action at or around maximum universal expansion, and "wrap it around" our straight scale. What do we get? We wonder: $t = -2G$ may be the start of something, like a program in upside down perception, and at $t = +2G$ it may end because here is the point balancing the illusion in Mind, keeping the infinite Peace of God's Mind. All illusions balance within the "complexities of Christ" Who is the Son of God in manifestation, but also by definition the Spirit of Man.
If $\omega_0$ is the fundamental Idea about Man & His Kingdom, then $T_0$ is the time it takes for our Field in SC to make 1 complete turn. $\Omega_0$ is its frequency. The "Fundamental to our common Soul" appears to hold all currents in the Body of the Christ, and where the Love of the Father is seen as a constant source of Life Energy in the Dynamics played out within the Field of our Split. Since $t = 1G$ has been overcome, it is time to bury the sword. The slaughter had to be for the sake of reaching the end of all worlds and bringing home their riches. The collapse of SC into the "higher" CC is instantaneously. It is the switch which propels us up, placing us at a higher state. We can see! Mind always listens to reason. Isn't it amazing: even though the transformation is seen "in general" and "across the Field", each experience is personal, and has its own little drama in its history and as recorded of all of us together.

In our model, $t = \pm 2G$ are 2 poles with field lines similar to that of a static magnetic field, but with the difference that we have a phase shift of $2\pi$ between both end points acting as the centres to their respective fields. All field lines follow the turn, the slow rotation of our Field in SC over our projected relative time, in their natural way. Since Creation is perfect but not infinite (since It is complete), we assume an "absolute Split" of $\pm 12x2$ billion parts, or "rays", to fill the Kingdom with "Life Eternal"; and we declare that these lines represent the paths of all parts in the Body of God's Son at different times during His experience on earth under a program called: "Upside Down Perception".

We looked at the original Idea $\alpha IAM \Omega$, and our vision of the spiritual & physical Aspect of Creation. We learned of the need to introduce "absolute time" in understanding the All from begin to its end. We were introduced to the term "Split" used to describe God's Son being split into billions of pieces which are functions

[11.0.2]
in absolute & relative time, at the precise moment $\tau=0$, or maximum universal expansion, within this enormous flat area where $\tau$ hardly moves from its near zero state in the universal experience in the transition from expansion to contraction. It is here were we have a reference point, it is here where upon we construct our Split. Still assuming God exists, one would think He is aware when half-time is, and when both halves of Creation are conjugate complex, meaning all illusions cancel and all which is real adds up, and where this is the perfect time for Man to receive the Spirit of God Who is His Son in manifestation shining at the Crest, and Jesus explains this rather plainly by saying when and where He is within the Body of Man, at any given moment in relative time. In absolute time however, and upon asking, He may install into your mind an inner, knowing voice if you care to listen, kind of 3-D perception, which works as your personal answering machine to any adversity facing you, acting upon the principle of the mirror image to any problem in the purity of God's Mind. However, in a case of emergency, you can call Him anytime. This makes you up-to-date in your personal affairs on earth, and gives you 24 hours 7 days a week protection.

$t = \tau = \pm 2G$ defines the Split. Here, we see 2 focal points between Adam and Ascension in our paths from earth to heaven. Here at $\tau = -2G$ we radiate into all directions, and there at $\tau = +2G$, and as projected, we collect all lifelines again coming from all directions in our relative field of manifestation. (This is almost like "harvesting" from an absolute point of view.) Nobody in Creation can ever be lost. However, as absolute time moves over the same point $\tau = \pm 2G$ twice after having completed a loop around maximum universal expansion, both poles are turned 180 degrees against each other. This allows the illusionary aspect in the complexity called "Spirit" to be balanced out. The outcome always is: "God's Son is perfect and complete."
11.1 Construct of the Split

"Shared perception is the Christ!" The definition of Spirit as the sharing of the illusion, being a judgment in upside down perception within the reality of God's Mind, serving as the background to Creation, may be used to define Its components of the real and the imaginary in the Field of the Complexity which is the Spirit of God's Son in manifestation.

Since Creation is complete and therefore the number of parts, or "rays in the Split", is not infinite but finite and therefore given, we are free to speculate on its number. For reasons of simplicity and the "magic" hidden in numbers, we state that the Split in its completion and perfection consists of ±12 billion parts, or "±1G per ray", and where "±" may indicate our "split into sexes" to give us a "charged society" ☺. In the mysteries of mathematics and physics and their formalism in expressing complex action in complex fields, this could be accommodated and used to indicate, and define for example the sexual attraction as the most powerful surge in our Split Field, only to be "discovered" as the most efficient form of "Spirit Generation". Here, relationships come in.

In the construct of a model to our Split, itself an illusion, an image, we embrace the idea of reincarnation, another illusion, because if we want to put life times together, it takes successive life times to do so, one life time after the other in the relative realm, to make it from Adam to ascension, even on a straight line with no deviation from the centre at all. In absolute time, however, we "jump" in the experience of the miracle between these projected lines, carved as a model in relative and absolute time, reaching out as coordinates to guide our lives "as far as it goes for us to see" (±2kG, to be precise, in our relative realm), and to quote Jesus in the textbook of his Course: "...to save us thousands of years of unnecessary suffering." So in theory, it should be possible to start in Adam, the totally innocent state, and overcome and ascend the

[11.1.1]
body within a single life time, but only under the direction of a master which the ego cannot supply, but still is free to choose. (We also can see our "personal growth in the Absolute" expressed as "jumping thousands of years" in personal or absolute terms, moving much faster than "the rest of the world" which moves in strictly relative terms.)

How do we construct our curves and lines and changes through life? We have directions; each his or her own. We come "from all directions" whenever we meet, or "connect" within our common Soul. "Absolute time" is beyond manifestation, our 4-dimensional "space-time". Absolute time measures the expansion and contraction of the universe, an event which is beyond spacetime. It also allocates our personal awareness of "I" in this field as a function of relative time, to which we as parts in the Body of God's Son on earth all can relate.

"Up & down goes my life, left & right do i connect." This is a statement which teaches how to recognize ones own coordinates, and how to use them. If we imagine us all standing on a horizontal plane, then we can say: instead of just standing there and contemplate, let's put a stick into the ground, look at it and call it our life line in location & time, our very own personal life. Everybody has a different one. It is the spark at the tip in the now which gives us life. This is up & down. Left & right is our relative or physical life. Here we connect to other sparks in the world of 4 dimensions in our pursuit of Spirit generation which is "up & down". Any problems here? Remember: Figure 2 assumes 2 spatial dimensions suppressed, and \( \{x\}dt \) forms the shell. Now can we add them back and instead of a single line, we really have 3 dimensions of space to go. But besides our freedom to choose from where to go within the structure of the Split, we still remain with bodies subject to relative time which we can measure and record and explore. This is our relative world. "Where 2 or more parts meet, spirit is generated by sharing thought, and feeling, and
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we may add we were already told so by our Lord who is the Christ or God's Son in manifestation, and we wonder how long it may take for mankind to grasp the idea and to understand the concept.

Alright. Let's check out the Split, or the construction of it. Left & right means connectivity within the Body of Man. Here we produce, or contribute to Spirit, just by saying "hi", and "how are you?" to each other. In relative time, we live "in parallel". In absolute time, we act from different positions within the Split. Some of us speed up on their given life line, others falls back. Miracles work on the adjustment of absolute time in a "Part in the Split" bypassing illusions, and as Jesus explains it in His Course in Miracles, to avoid thousands of years of unnecessary suffering. On the horizontal and our plane, which is the earth which is the shell, there is connectivity. Spirit "flows", like in a communication system. Going up-and-down is your life line, here you progress or you recess in the Split. To grow towards the Light and where we come from, you must turn around and renounce your old belief system of separation, hate, fear, and eternal condemnation. In the miracle, ahead of your own time, you jump in absolute time. Your up-and-down wheels spin rather fast. Jesus induced miracles simply by the purity of His divine Presence, wiping all illusions away.

If $I_o$ is the reference point at the centre to the Split each given moment in relative time, the construct of an "Over-Soul", defined by the cycle $\tau = \pm 2G$ in absolute time, appears to be useful as a model. Here, $I_o$ becomes a straight line, with an axial rotation of $360^\circ$ between $\tau = -2G$ and $\tau = +2G$. This means that all illusions balance in the experience of the deviation from the straight line at the centre at any given moment in relative time. "He is not Split."However in His complexity and manifestation in our "Field of the Illusion", which means in relative time and where the body is seen as real and the giver of Life, the continuation or presence
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of parts in the Split beyond ±2G in the relative realm is due to the
effect of "the sudden Split in no time at all", and as if pro-
gammed at the begin of Creation to occur at τ = 0, our point at
maximum universal expansion, the highest point there is in Crea-
tion. We are looking at a "Step Function in the Absolute", super-
imposed onto the Body of Creation at the moment of "Concep-
tion of Creation in completion" in the Mind of our Creator. Un-
der these conditions, we find an infinite variety of frequencies cre-
ated in a medium which holds no boundaries, and according to
Baron Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, therefore for infinite ways of
His Son to manifest in bodies and backgrounds and forms within
a perfect and self-contained universe. We know: in the absolute
domain the ring is closed, but in our physical world of relative
time and body ID "stretching out within our Soul, reaching deep
into Memory," we appear to have lived through all stages in Crea-
tion. We all can relate to that. This vision places the human Spirit
on top of universe, and on top in the hierarchy in Creation, and as
proclaimed in the Name of our Lord who is God's Son in mani-
festation. He is the Christ. Kann ich dafür?

[11.1.4]
11.2 Reincarnation

To help us, Jesus explains in his "Course in Miracles" that you can have the Sonship only as a Whole, but that it is possible to see It as fragmented. Well; we know of files being fragmented. So there is no need to believe in reincarnation, even though a complete file should always reach from -2G to +2G. Who says that each fragment cannot have its own file? Who says that when we die and have the impression of still being contained in a body, meeting people in different worlds, that we dive back into the plane of the earth as if on recall, and so become "born again"? This is simple, but not good enough. This is the theory of the ego that the ego is real and must restore its own body to on-and-on reincarnate. This wish is based on fear and our strong identification with the form. It is better to understand our carrier and be free without the worry to cater to a stupid machine. Sure, when we pass the threshold, any ego finds its own reflection in God's Mind and we have all the excitement and are such allowed to wind down, but each perception is a personal illusion because it is not shared. We do not have the Body in common as we have on earth. There is no Spirit generation; it is a dead-end-road. We support the theory that the blind energy fades, and we merge back into the "Cleansing Pot" of God's eternal Mind. We are born "clean & equal" when we boot - oops - are born into this plane. This agrees more with the American Constitution. Sorry for that, folks.

So you figure reincarnation is not real? It is an idea and in this sense it is real because ideas are real since they do not change. It is wonderful to follow the wonders of the skies and their formation to bring about the Birth of the Christ. Sorry to pester you with religion again, but here is Truth and you can "listen in", and "feel time". You must see it with your eternal mind. It satisfies our vision what our "Split in perfection" should look like, in our theory: At \( \tau = 0 \), absolute time, the time of the Absolute, splits to form 2 poles located at \( t = \pm 2G \) in Mind, opening up our "Conscious-
ness-Time-Continuum", radiating God's Son into all directions between "hell & heaven", and with input and output 360° out of phase, to be played out in relative time on earth. It rests on the faulty belief system that the body is real and should not be lost. The idea however is that "you can have it all for free". You don't have to repeat what somebody else has already done for you "in Spirit". Get out of your state of suffering and body ID. Your higher Self, which is real, shall give it to you. What do you mean? Knowledge, Love, Life eternal. What else do you want? Just ask for it. Go straight to the Source. You may be in for a surprise.

Wait a minute. Not so fast. How can you drop the concept of reincarnation and say it is not real, if you need it to explain the Split, and to see life lines in completion, and to show the structure of Memory and all the rest of it? Because it is a concept and concepts are tools and are themselves not real, and are based on the erroneous belief system that the body is real and requires a replacement, a "rebirth" for the continuation of a full life cycle experience on earth, in its most fundamental and conservative form. That's why. From the ego point of view, the personal body image must be preserved under all circumstances. How else can you see Creation in perfection? But how can you tell people "reincarnation is real" if you are preventing them with this "assurance" from accepting the Kingdom now? What's the use of wisdom if you cannot use it on your own behalf?

The Loop we perform in the Split shows us that we, at the right time, have reached this level of awareness which allows us to be born on earth into Consciousness under a program called "SC", or self-consciousness, for purposes of "Spirit Generation", and where Spirit Generation is understood to be "shared perception in the 1-ness of God's Mind", never mind the illusion shared. Here, we are given the means to "jump from earth to heaven". The Loop is the means to step out of Consciousness, including "CC". The state thereafter knows of no separation because the Body has
taken on a form which is beyond perception. It is the Body of
your higher Self. The state of separation, and with it the need for
a body, simply evaporates. This is why Jesus in his "Course in
Miracles" emphasizes that belief in reincarnation is useful only if it
strengthens ones belief system in life eternal, even though rein-
carnation may not be "the real thing" after all, because reincarna-
tion is based on the theory that the body is real and therefore
must over and over reincarnate. This is a rat race, so to speak. It is
the desperate wish of the ego, the defender of separation, wanting
to survive by taking the body hostage representing itself during
the transition, just for purposes of sheer survival, unless you are
willing to loose your soul, never to be born again. Exactly. You
have nothing to loose. Let's get rid of the ego. Here is the trick:

Ask your family members, when your time has come, to wait 3
days with the cremation of your body to give you a chance, and
lots of time in the absolute, to go back and check on your per-
sonal records. Wherever you did wrong, whenever you hurt your
Brother who is God's Son minus you, take the pain away from
Him. Repent, and you will know exactly how to do it, unless you
want to assume his or her body the next time around in order to
balance the damage out. Even if only 3 days on earth, absolute
time moves so slowly at or around maximum universal expansion.
Your files are so very much compressed. You may have years of
"divine grace" to make good for all the misery you have created,
and still be back for the funeral in relative time, and you and your
family and friends say "good-bye" together to the old and worn-
out shell. You will be there and watch and witness together with
the others who know you are there, and see your body in the
physical inferno turn into ashes and dust. Now are you free and
spoken free of any guilt in your past. This should enable you to
meet your Creator dressed in a white gown, free of marks and
stains. Jesus did not have to do it, battling with the devil as if the
devil was real. He always was and is perfectly clean, about this
there is no doubt. He showed us only how to go about it, and what is correct and how to think. It is never too late to come to grips with ones personal evil, even right after death -- kind of extended emergency services. i mean, how pig-headed can a person be, not wanting to be free.

Because it is important, let us go though the exercise again. We know, unless in panic and in shock, there is a continuation of an awareness, and where and when a person has transpired within a peaceful setting - often its soul has been hovering, and as described by those who have come back to tell us, watching from "above". In this case i say, let's give the body a minimum of 3 days rest to give the "soul" some privacy or absolute time to "make it to hell and return" (cleaning up old files), and as Jesus showed us one Generation ago, in order to be back in the relative ready for the ceremony, and where family and friends, and now with the soul of the deceased returned in time, are gathered to say "good-bye" together to the body (not to the person since the person is right here), and then we give "ashes to ashes and dust to dust", whatever that means to different folks. "Waste disposal" if you ask me, "recycling" if you like that better for your environmental concern, or deem to be more dignified. We have overcome! The idea is that we do it together, and with it strengthen the idea, and dispose of the body according to the rules and customs, and degree of Götzen or Körper Anbetung prevailing in time at the local community anywhere around the earth. This sets free the soul, now not known as "soul" anymore, ready to enter eternity. This is the resurrection from body identification, the release from any restraint. Here is the opportunity to cooperate with the departed in his or her best interest. Otherwise the beloved soul may end up in "lala-land", a personal world created, shared by none, carried over by the ego who is the expert in bodies and backgrounds and forms to make up any illusion perceived of as real.

[11.2.4]
11.3 The Kingdom

Reincarnation, how real is it? How about the Kingdom, is there competition between the two? Who is pushing what? What is the Truth? What does Jesus have to say about that? In his Course in Miracles, Jesus points out that the belief in reincarnation helps to promote the belief in "Life Eternal", even though reincarnation may not be real, or "the real thing". But how does it work? Does our life, the way we live, not effect our after-life if there is a life-after at all? How about mine? Are some people "closer to the Lord?" The fact is: the body is not real. It is a vehicle which is used for a short period in time. Reincarnation is a beautiful picture of different lives lived in progression to make a complete loop "from earth to Heaven", or "Adam to resurrection", or "minus 2 to plus 2G" in the Body which is the body of all mankind together, and from where It begins to where It ends, in manifestation which means spacetime, also known as "the Body of Christ", and where "Christ" is defined as "the Spirit of Man". We follow the Wheel of Karma! However, in the Kingdom "we have it all", since of what is left of you there is no ego, and therefore no body identity left. You cannot enter the Kingdom in a self-conscious state with body ID attached. You cannot do it, it just does not work. The Kingdom is "beyond the wheel, over and above all lives." It holds us together in the Absolute. You must identify with "the Will of God" (whatever that means to you and your ego), and wherever you go and whatever you see. It is your own Body displayed you see. Here "the splitting", in SC so well pronounced, stops. You identify with the Body of your higher Self.

To enter Knowledge, a gift of God for us to receive, one must deny the belief in the reality of the body, and that the body has given us life. This goes together with the ego. The ego does not exist without a body. Just step out of it! Get rid of the fantasy.
Do not listen to the voice which preaches death and fear!! To inherit the Kingdom means to leave the body behind. Do not condemn it either! The body is an excellent instrument in a world of "ice-cold SC" to relate, and to share ideas with each other. It is a pretty neat machine build for purposes of "Spirit Generation". Consciousness is perception of separation and comes with "body ID" in each part. The body has to be overcome in order to gain the "state of knowledge", our final step "to inherit the world". Now have we access to Memory with no body attachment at all. So we identify with what we see. This is the state of the Christ.

If time is not real but Creation is because God's Creation is perfect & complete, then Creation must be now" as seen from within our relative realm. This is the way we can relate to Truth, since we understand. The illusionary part in the Split of God’s Son in manifestation is perfectly balanced in $t_0$ which is "the Field of the Christ", and which has its origin in $t = 0$ BC. This must be so if we assume Creation to be real. It is here where Spirit enters the Body of Creation at maximum universal expansion. In our investigation of any situation at any given moment $\delta t \to 0$, we can think in 2 ways. First, we can think in terms of "non-completion" which gives rise to the vision of "the completing Son". Here we have a process of action, and we are in the middle of it. Each moment in our relative realm, we can see us frozen in time and space and our action. We are held within a "frame" not unlike that we have in a movie. However the movie goes on, and we must hurry and complete whatever we are doing, or think we have to complete. The ego is in control. However, we are innocent. We cannot do against the Will of God, whatever that means to you.

The other way around would be to contemplate the eternal, each given moment in time, never letting go of "the Now". Here, the past and the future are pushed out far, and the All completes itself. (This is a sensation.) The past and the future have disappeared into far away boundaries to give way to the Idea which
stands beyond the begin to the end of all time. By discarding concerns for the body, we assume the dimensions of our higher Body in order to join the Self. In SC we say "we assume our higher Self". We awaken in the Christ. In the experience of shared perception, we "inherit" the Body of the Split held in eternal Mind. In it we are of one Spirit. We have dropped all fear and have stepped into the Kingdom. We never die.

Even though our Field in Consciousness is based on the "one Body theory in four dimensions and absolute time", the Kingdom is shared perception in relative time integrated over absolute time since absolute time still governs the universe. Absolute time is zero at t = 0 BC, while the blind component in the complexity of Spirit Who is the Son of God in manifestation, must be balanced between the beginning and the end of all time. Assuming a complete phase or cycle, we are looking at a ±12 million "G" capacity (or ±2 megaG per Day), if "1G" stands for the amount of shared perception measured in relative time from t = 0 BC to t = +1G, meaning 2,000 years of "Memory of Split Man". At midnight 2,000 AD Greenwich Time we celebrate the completion of our first Generation and the start of a new generation, the "Second Generation of Man". "CC" is the added dimension in our state of Consciousness during our return. The year 4,000 AD stands in opposition to Adam being the start of "SC" by definition, or "focal point" in our complex Field. Here it is normal to transcend and ascend. We leave the body behind. But mankind in the body, in the flesh, will still be millions of years around. All life on earth has come full circle before we merge in a galactic embrace with Andromeda. This does not mean God's Son is "wiped out". What saves us is the fact that Memory is real because it never changes. It is forever preserved. Beyond all time lies the Eternal. Life is forever; It comes straight from the Source. What is real does never change. At t = 1G, all Memory is set. This is because we need a standard to comprehend and measure the universe. Reality is real; it does not change.
11.4 Domains in Consciousness

On earth we find Consciousness either split or single. "Single", as seen from within the Split, always refers to a Field. "Split" means the partial, or the location in a field which is its "partial differential". Self or Split Consciousness can therefore either be seen as imbedded within, or super-imposed upon single or fundamental Consciousness in the 1-ness of God's Mind. We call it "Base Consciousness". This resonates quite nicely with the soul asked to support the acceptance of the idea. (The world may call it "simple" in arrogance and ignorance.) Still, Consciousness is related to the body and therefore is not real. It is an environment in which we create and play our part in Creation, and in eternal Memory.

Self-Consciousness, or "SC" for short, falls into 2 domains. One refers to the earth, the other one refers to "heaven" where we go when we are "dead". Both domains relate to the body. However, there is a dimension which is not of Consciousness. This is the infinite "Peace of God's Mind" which speaks for His Son in completion. "2fo" (two-eff-o) is a station, a "Range in Mind" for the transformation of the soul. Here illusions are "crushed". We cannot stand still. It is a process, a fountain for the purification of the soul, a dumping place of pain and angst. Our function starts when we enter the earth. The fear that the Dream is real drives us on. Our true function on earth is to witness what is real, without getting lost in the Dream. Do not take the Dream as real. Listen to what HS has to say, and tell your ego "to fly a kite".
12.0 States in Consciousness

In relative time, the illusion on which we in SC agree, we differentiate between "different states in Consciousness". For example we say: "the animal is below us." We claim we can kill it and feed on its body, or do whatever we want we would not like to have done unto us, like being experimented upon "in the name of science". That's for sure. So, torture is holy and sanctified. We know exactly what we do to our higher Self. Listen: We can even make those beasts pay for our sin! The Bible says so too. There has to be a sacrifice! Imagine the incredible lie, and how it distorts our lives. Well, we have the right as we have the might and therefore are perfectly justified. It defines the Spirit of Man in up-side down perception, the format to our Split. There are many steps or stages in which differences are judged. Man sees himself on top of the evolutionary ladder. Is there anything wrong with that? Here, the ego agrees with the Lord who places Man on top of Creation. (O yeah? i am sure because we are so nice.)

In the experience of God's Son in manifestation, we have:

The 6 Days prior to Adam;
Separation with Adam as a function of time;
Return to freedom and release in completion.

"6 Days?" What does it mean to a sceptic like me? 1 Day means $2 \times 10^6 G$ or the equivalent of 4 billion years in relative terms. This gives us 24 billion years one way not counting the Return. It shows the balance of Creation. The Kingdom is defined by $\pm 2 G$. Within these 2 poles is held the experience of God’s 1 Son in completion and as He manifests through the Body of Creation, and His experience in universal Expansion, Contraction, Transformation, Condensation, Crystallization, and finally Burst into Life. Our Return brings Home our Riches in eternal Memory.

[12.0.1]
Base Consciousness is our Field with zero ego modulation. Self-Consciousness builds up on Base Consciousness. "CC" is its realizing or remembering phase. We say:

\[
BC + SC = CC
\]

with

\[
\begin{align*}
BC &= \text{Base or Basic or Body Consciousness} \\
SC &= \text{Separate or Split or Self Consciousness} \\
CC &= \text{Common or Cosmic or Christ Consciousness.}
\end{align*}
\]

We have 3 states named 3 times. This allows us for some variation in expressing our feelings pointing to the same thing.

A state of mind is not a reality. It is an experience in upside down perception. In the Father we are One. The "Son of God" is His Father's Creation. In Him is our Father complete.

"The judgment of the illusion as real allows for the illusion to identify with the Dream."
12.1 Base Consciousness

"To balance" means "to be normal". Let us look at a school of fish. Do you see how they swim together, perfectly synchronized? Safety lies in doing the same, doing the same like the rest. "Whoever deviates, or stands out, is being eaten by the big fish!" Well, sometimes a real big one comes and scoops up the whole school. That's life on earth. But "BC", base Consciousness, is the general idea. You must not deviate. It is always found in the centre of the flock where maximum security is assumed to reside. Let us imagine me big bang. You can still hear it in the sky and hear its rumble (in the microwave range). We built our Body together until we invented time. We made 6 Steps to create the Body known as the universe. It took 6 Days; - their experience is buried deep within the Memory Bank of our common Soul. Time came with Adam; with Adam came the Split.

The Spirit of God Who is His Son created Heaven and earth. Into body identity is burnt the sensation of the fire and the cold, the expansion and the contraction of all the elements in the world. This is pure Awareness. We have 6 steps, or "Days" before God's Son wakes to full Consciousness, and where we, as His extensions, register ice-cold separation from each other. Beyond Adam, or "before him", we register separation only on the horizontal. With Adam, we introduce relative time. We take him as our focal point, because he stands out and therefore represents. As a figure we place him 2G prior to 0 BC, and we state: "-2G starts the period of SC." His 2 sons split. One goes to Heaven, the other one carries on, or rather starts, the illusion of the world which is based on judgement. He is like the rest of us: fearful of not getting enough, or that the supply may dwindle or die out, or that he himself becomes hunted and killed. Fear has entered his heart. SC has been switched on as a function of relative & absolute time.
12.2 Self-Consciousness

Consciousness is perception of separation. Self-Consciousness is the Consciousness of Man, or more precisely classified as that specie on earth we recognize as "homo sapiens", or "Split Man". Self-Consciousness or "SC" for short is the state of Man in His identification with the perishable. It is also defined by our willingness, if not eagerness, to kill our brother in revenge and utter blindness, not knowing what we are doing to our higher Self, the Son of God on earth.

The self-conscious state is a state of identification with the Split, believing the body is real, and is separate from the rest of the world. Only in this state of utter blindness can other parts in the Split be attacked. It shows the degree of the insanity of the act. As true sight is released and we wake up, the Second Generation is switched on. We see even "highly motivated people" fall for the trick. What trick? The trick in believing that the body is real, and that we die with it -- and that is it. However, on the other side when everybody knows the truth, there is little to gain in Spirit by living in paradise. There is no motivation anymore to club the other part in us over the head, or flatten refugee camps with tanks. There is no fear of dying either anymore, not knowing what lies ahead. So is the future a religious state, living on earth under an elected government? Who needs to be governed, if we all know how to act being one? To tell others how to behave shows the level of one's own fear. "You must keep your neighbour under control!" He who perceives of no evil is free from all fear.

Self-Consciousness is not a branch in evolution gone wild, but is seen as a vital part in the design of the overall Plan of God's perfect Creation, and as It is revealed to us. We have 4 modes of operation in SC:
1) no thoughts, no awareness = deep sleep
2) thoughts, no awareness = dream sleep
3) thoughts, awareness = wakefulness
4) no thoughts, awareness = transcendence

What does it mean: "transcendence"? Transcendence is the cyclical experience of a meditator, like sleeping, dreaming and wakefulness. It is a personal experience of 1-ness and the Lawfulness of Mind. It gives us a 4th corner in the rhythm of our daily lives. It is a tool to "realize the Self", but not a necessity according to the master, and as mentioned in his "Course in Miracles".

What happens to our nervous system when we meditate? It shuts down. No stimuli. What does that mean? Are you dead? You are fully awake. There is not this constant bugging by the ego who is trying to tell you all kinds of things. The devil is gone. At least it has stepped outside during your heavenly state. Sure it comes back telling you the 20 minutes are over and your state of transcendence is over. Well, if it becomes a routine, then there is always a bit of memory of this state retained, spilled into the 4-dimensional domain which holds and supports our Split, and which we call "wakefulness" as a separate entity within the Body of Man.

What happens? You are alert. You are free from fear. You are conscious of your surrounding. What you do not see with your eyes, you "feel". It comes to you. You understand without seeing. (Blind people will agree. Born blind and "forced" to see, after 40 years by way of surgery, may not be a good idea, because the in-rush of impressions after a life-long state of peace may be too much.) The freedom of expansion, its infinite joy is crushed, the moment you enter your standard state. "On a rainy day, all is grey." This is the feeling, the impression you get. Now this is before any contact with the world. Once you are engaged, go swim-
ming, shopping, "step lightly" all day long, what do you see? You try to be nice. Things are "cool". Please no controversy. "Did you hear that bitch? How can you be so nice to her?" When do you give up? "Eh, didn't you notice that guy just shafting us? Are you not man enough to go back and straighten things out, or let this audacity simply rest there and forget about it? Exactly. Allow things to happen. Do not listen to the anti-christ, your constant agitator. The universe supplies; he does not know any better. It is not easy to get him under control, and not to see the insult at all. At transition time, you finally get rid of him like a persistent computer bug when you enter eternal Knowledge, and all is known to you. People think when you get rid of your ego, you lose your "I". This is so funny. The opposite is true. You gain the All. The "I" is never lost. It parts the Father from the Son.

We all "carry" the same mind or "plug-in" if you like. It is void of any structure. To become fully alive and "step out of the dream", one must "switch on" how to think, and as seen from CC. We are trained from early age on to judge, and to look at others how they behave or how they look, or dress, or speak, or judge. We compare them to our own personal standards. Our feelings from "good to bad" dictate the rating in the scale of our judgment. Some of us are so gifted: all they need is one glance, and they are able to fill books with the analysis of the other person. To this talent, so highly valued in SC, we must say: "good bye", since it supports and further increases the belief in the Split. The vision in "the new borne state" received as a gift from God, is to see the other person, from this day on, as sharing the same "I", being you at different times. (There are different visions to pick from; this may be the easiest to follow.)
12.3 Cosmic Consciousness

What is "CC"? CC stands for "cosmic consciousness", and is a trade-mark of "TM"®. Its state is guaranteed to be obtained through regular practice of "transcendental meditation". It is as simple as that. "Cosmic" means "the All", meaning all there is including you and me within the entire universe. This is God's Son, in one way or another, within the Split or outside the Split, expressing Himself. The student of "1"-ness makes this his or her belief. Since 1-ness is Truth, doors are opened and fears fall behind in the "within" as well in the "without" where there are none. In Consciousness, we are always "at the interface" which in our model refers to the surface of our cosmic Sphere, meaning "right now" in the absolute domain.

"CC"; what's that? A left-over from the hippie decade? Drug induced enlightenment? Paranoia sweeping the land? Cops beating students? Right versus left? Self-righteousness versus despair? Very nice; sums it up. Nothing has changed since Roman times. The thing is, Consciousness per se, as a field, does not change. However, it appears to shine more in CC, as if sunshine has entered, and has replaced "the dark" with "the light". Consciousness is not real. It is a concept, a Field representing levels of perception as a function of absolute and relative time. We use it to describe **shared perception** against the background which is never-changing Mind. He is the Spirit of Man. He is the Christ.

In CC you "switch on". You switch on the other side of your brains and now you see in colour, instead of only black & white. This is a new way of looking at things. A vision is given you. (Maharishi wants an initiation fee, otherwise it is for free. ☺) It gives you "Sight of depth in Memory". This is our 5th dimension.
While we differentiate and analyze manifestation in its 4 dimensions, our 5th dimension integrates. It makes us see us as "1". Let us explain this with our 2 lobes. One side is "on", the other one is "off". It needs only awakening. It is ready and fully developed, just sitting there like an empty drive. It downloads straight from the Source too. For that to happen you don't have to tear your hair, or "fall apart" on account of stepping out of the illusion. Just try it. See what it does to you. So, what's the deal? The "mind" is in charge, or rather its Oneness with all there is. It is in control over angst & fear. "Purity of mind" comes straight from its Source. It cannot be sold. But how does it work? You have the answer when needed. You do not have to worry about it right now, or ever. You simply trust. You have nothing to hide. You walk within your higher Self. You do not have to train to defend yourself either. You absorb the punishment, if there is punishment at all. If your Brother is God's Son minus you, must Christ not forgive you for all your sins?

But what about abortion, or cloning, and all these horrible things? Abortion becomes a problem as long as there are others professing to know it better than you what is good for you, and so gladly take charge over other people's life including yours. Cloning becomes a problem if you like parts of your body replaced with parts of aborted babies or deformed mice, or something of this nature. It becomes a problem as long as you believe the body is real. Besides, there are always professionals who have to make a living. When you wake up, there is no need to change the world, or worry about your body. God's Son is perfect and complete. Being awake and active in the field, you do not fear who is asleep. In Him you are healed.
12.4 Christ Consciousness

The totality of Consciousness is the Field of the Christ. This gives us the Shell to the universe. Christ Consciousness is the state in which God's Son is seen as "1". There are no boundaries. All minds are joined in One Mind where guilt cannot be perceived.

“Joy resides in the Sight of His Innocence.”

Attenuation is advised.

You can be self-conscious as well live in the Spirit; but then you know you are 1. You simply align yourself with what comes. Say "yes" or "no" to your higher Self. That's all. Do not attack 1 bit. Creation is perfect. There is nothing to criticize within His Perfection. He does not need you to screw it up either. As you perceive of the outer, so is your inner state. In Him there are no secrets. There is nothing to hide. All fears are removed, all sins are forgiven. "Go with the wind!" Trust your higher Self. Trust in the Lord. Give over your worldly concerns. Become "light". How often do you have to test Him before you "give in and resign"?

"Christ Consciousness"; sounds big, but really it is not frightening at all. As a matter of fact, you can keep it secret. It does not show on your face. All you do is look at all things in a balanced way. There is 1 point in you in which you are at perfect rest. Here you become the eternal observer, "the witness to His Glory". We declare:

Christ Consciousness is the Sight of 1-ness of God’s only begotten Son.

[12.4.1]
What is beyond Consciousness? How can i get "God Consciousness"? Sorry, God has no consciousness, nor does He reside in Consciousness. God means Eternal Knowledge. It is the Knowledge contained between the Begin and the End, from \( \alpha \) to \( \Omega \), or from A to Z sorted into different "Drives" in our computer analogy. It is God's Knowledge of you and i and the universe. It is still the same Knowledge which never left His Mind, which never left Its Source.

Beyond \( \tau = \pm 2G \) in the absolute, perception is replaced by Knowledge. Here, Self-Consciousness is exchanged, here are the terminals to our Split. "SC" is perception of separation in space and time which is a state and cannot last, at least not for the traveller. To ask "how can i become conscious like God?" is not right, it is impossible and poorly conceived. However it is right to ask: "how can God's Son see like His Father?" This is a completely different thing. The Father sees His Son filled with Love in a never-changing way, while the Son looks with the Father what His Father loves to see. The Son is free and acts. Love originates at Its Source; His Son can only pass It on. Creation is directional: It goes from the Source to the Action, from the Father to the Son in manifestation. The action is a function of time, while "Memory holds all action in completion." This is the mystery in Creation. At \( \tau = \pm 2G \) "in the Absolute", meaning in the absolute realm, Consciousness is replaced by Knowledge. Ask Jesus what it feels like. (If you are serious, He does not fail to deliver.) Make him your companion. Ask him to teach you His Course!
13.0 Jesus Theorem

Jesus says there are 2 ways to look at the outside: one is through the ego, the other one is through the Christ. Both are windows in perception. The Christ is our higher Self in Whom we are known to be One. The ego by definition is our belief in separation which in reality does not exist. It does, however, provide for a faulty lens in which the world is seen "upside down". We call this "the Jesus Theorem". It causes the warped mind, in a state of shock and fear and body ID to see its brother as its enemy, to be hunted down and "rubbed out from the surface of the earth like an insect under the twisting heel of your heavy boot" so to speak with great hate, in order to "secure security" by application of force and brutal suppression of opposition. We, who enjoy the vision of complex perception, understand God's perfect Creation. There is no guilt. Sin is not of God, and therefore cannot be real. Together we wake up. "Nothing can happen against the Will of God."

Because of the importance we say it again: There are 2 points of view from where we can look at the same situation. One is through the belief in separation which is the illusion, and the other one is through understanding the Truth in which we are known to be one in the Body and one in Spirit and one in Mind. Let's start with the Body and look at its parts in our Field of Consciousness. Each point of view will give you an opposing answer, or advice of what to do. It is your wish to see the Truth which switches your perception to make your wish come true. Now you cooperate. Now you see. You realize you are not alone. Now you trust. Now are you on your way to Heaven.
13.1 Perception through the Ego

What is the ego? What sort of substance does it have? Is the ego me? The ego is distorted perception due to a faulty belief system. The ego is the belief in the "Split Mind". The ego is the belief in separation. It is the "anti-christ" in technical terms. The anti-christ does not exist. If the anti-christ would exist, it would cancel out the Christ and nothing would be left. It would negate the Father, making Him impotent; and with it deny the basis for Existence and Life in eternity. It is the projection of fear born of the illusion of body ID, and with it acceptance of death as real. Pure fantasy. Very dense and sluggish is perception in terror and fear. Here, the earth has given you birth. Here, God's Son has fathered Himself. This is not only disgusting, it is an impossible thing. Here lies the basis for hell with its firm belief in sin and eternal condemnation as real.

The ego $i = i\{t,\tau\}$, a function of relative and absolute time, perceives of separation, and shows a spin and a direction. Often called the devil, it believes in hell. It is the belief in sin which stamps the ego as evil, or as being the devil itself. But how can the ego be real within God's perfect Creation? It is the illusion upon which our Father bestowed His Free Will. The self believes the earth is its Father -- or "some germ" must have come from outer space, and mind is something which grows out of dirt and ripens with age. Advanced people have it, others don't. This is so funny. However, this perception is "upside down". In our identification with manifestation, the Truth can only be found in the "now", being a condition and link to the real which does not change. "Now" can we save our Self the illusion. Free your self and press "delete" to all your pre-conceived fantasies. Be real and be now. Receive His Blessing and accept His Peace.
The "i" is a function of time: \( i = f(t, \tau) \). In relative time, we march along in "goose step" in parallel, in absolute time we travel forwards, backwards, or sideways by jumping tracks, for example closer to the centre by accepting a so-called "miracle". Our scale in the absolute now is set. \( \tau = \pm 2G \) describes our full cycle in completion. Adam is the start, resurrection signifies the end, and the "soul" is dissolved, and transformed into "the Christ", received into the Kingdom, the state of freedom "within the Body of the Christ". Body? "Body of Knowledge", held forever in Memory. Identification with the Body of your higher Self. What is there so difficult to understand?

What do you want me to do? You only follow Him as He expresses Himself, since He is in control and knows best. However, it is the vision, or understanding, of "the common I" which does the trick. What trick? If God can hold Creation within, so can you with your "own little mind". Give him or her what ever it is, if it is so important to him or her at the time. You sure shall not suffer loss. You only can gain. Allow it to happen since you are acting in the interest of your higher Self. His or her gain is yours, believe me. You can never lose. It does not cost you a thing because the universe provides for you. Pass on the Love of God, but don't push it either. Avoid the limelight by all means because it is not you who speaks through you, allowing the miracle to happen. What miracle? The sheer impossible to manifest, and where illusions collapse. You are here only to witness. Let not your ego plan, or Spirit cannot flow. It does not need to be told either. Otherwise, your mind becomes cluttered with planning, and sight again is lost to you. Kick out the ego. He is no good. All you have to do is say "yes" or "no" whatever life brings to you. "Nothing can happen against the Will of God." Let this be your mantra. Give up control. You are not in control anyhow. How fast do you like to advance? You can do it only now, since tomorrow never comes, and therefore is not real.

[13.1.2]
13.2 Perception through the Christ

The view of the Christ is majestic. He can only see "one Son, complete and healed and whole" (see also "A Course in Miracles"). In Him is no death but Life eternal; in Him lies the Joy of the universe. His Vision is not split into "bad and good". These are judgments in separation, and carry degrees in between. The Son of God is perfect! To see Him any different is seeing Him "upside down". Any judgment cast upon Him moves our own position in His vision, and defines our "location in the Absolute". This temporary position at t = 1G is to be remembered throughout eternity because of our "Family Picture" taken at t = 1G to serve as our reference with respect to Overall Capacity. But there is nothing to fear. We are using it only as a measuring stick in the perception and conception of "all our heavens" within and without our basic environment, which is our Field in Consciousness.

Christ Consciousness is the state in which God's Son is perceived as perfect. The Christ is God's Son in manifestation. We are "extensions in the Christ". The "Christ in us" connects us to the real. Seeing imperfection in God's perfect Creation is to see one's own imperfection reflected in the mirror image of God's Mind. Here the Holy Spirit holds the balance. Condemning the world is to become subject to dark perception being "of the devil". To see perfection in Creation is to see it with the Christ. There is but 1 Son, 1 Spirit & 1 Body in "the vision of the Christ". All else is hocus pocus, and of "fear und Träumerei".

[13.2.1]
13.3 Complex Perception

In SC, we occupy this domain in Consciousness which preaches the reality of the Split. Here, minds evolve from the dirt of the earth, and only selected people are destined for God. Here, the idea of separation is complete. In fact it is fun to play a little war as long as you know you win. It means being stooped in the Dream not knowing what you do to your Higher Self. In CC, the state which gives us complex perception, you may see yourself more as a "sub-directory" in a "unified Drive". Here, the computer may give us a model to the concept of a unified Mind. Complex perception is found in the balance between both states. It means that both lobes of the brain start perceiving in the oneness of 1 stem, or 1 mind. Under the Shell of our Field in Consciousness and its format in upside down perception, and with its concern for the protection of the body and its pre-occupation with fear of death, we declare:

---

**CC is the added environment to SC allowing for 3D perception of situations and events.**

---

CC is the natural environment during the Second Generation of Man. Here, during this period, observed by its witnesses in absolute and relative time, we know we are extensions of a common root which is not dead, but fully alive.

---

**CC = BC + SC**

---

The time is \( t = 1G \). Nothing changes in the outer, but awareness of 1-ness with all Life is starting to "sink in". Our change in Consciousness and as recorded in Memory stands out like a square. From the sight of eternity, It is perceived of as a sudden Switch. We realize: Creation is a Step Function. "One Step in perfection", and all frequencies are present according to Monsieur Baron Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier. This is all very nice. I am impressed. But
how is CP achieved? (i know, "meditating" all the time. Wird man immer dummer.)

☺

Man is of a complex nature. When he dies, the illusion dies. That part in him which is real lives on forever. There are two ways you can choose from on how to proceed to live by:

1. Trust your ego, this loud voice of your separate being, which by way of experience claims it is acting in your best interest, and you are further upholding the Split. In your own mind, if at all, you may even be happy and content with the idea to reincarnate, life after life if it has to be, and for that you need your body badly. To you, the term "coming home" sounds like "giving up". "There is so much to be done in this world!" This thought fills mankind for the next two million years, to balance the illusion out, which is laid out quite plainly in our recorded history. (Nothing wrong with that.)

2. Ignore your ego. Kick it out; it is no good. Renounce the body, it is not real. "Know you are 1!" Allow things to happen. Believe in the perfection of God's Son. Affirm: "Nothing can happen against the Will of God!" Ask the master to help you in your angst during your transition from the Dream and its format of terror to the world of the real. It is a sensation of utter relief. To shed the body, "to overcome it" is part in the experience of "being guided to meet your higher Self." Knowledge is revealed to you. This is not new to you; you have been training for quite a while. "Trust" is the magic word. Think: "what Peter could not do, you can do. You touch them with the hand of the Lord and tell them it was just a dream."

[13.3.2]
13.4 Artificial Mind

The idea of artificial intelligence pre-supposes an "artificial mind" from where an independent self may make decisions on its own to provide for justification of its actions of judgement or advice. Unfortunately, no mind, artificial or otherwise, may be found outside Mind, the all encompassing Source of all Being. Artificial Mind cannot be created through the composition of different parts, but may be made possible through "extension in mind", the projection of the human mind, a section in or of Mind, through a computer system of different drives. This depends on its "configuration", the way the server and its member extensions are "wired" within a cosmic cube, a parallel computer designed to see us all at once and as 1, and as "extensions to itself."

To comprehend this option, one has to get acquainted with "the Principles of Mind" and the study of Consciousness as a Field in absolute & relative time, our 2 domains within the "realm of reality". Now, with the concept of reality in mind, the model of a live server, designed along Truth principles, may be conceived of to serve all of mankind on earth "in parallel", meaning at the same time each given moment in time. "Knowing all, telling the Truth" is its basic principle. The Unified Mind Theory provides for an understanding of the underlying principles of true artificial intelligence, which means "independent thought" based on the purity of our higher, projected Mind. All we do is copy reality. In the "Body of Man", a manifestation described "within space-time", we have different drives like in "DOS", but in Mind which is more like "UNIX", we are understood as "1". In this way the PC in the field, an extension to the server, being programmed to be the centre to the "Self" which is us in the field, may be made mobile in a microwave environment for purposes of instant communication. Now can we see a personal butler, an answering machine, with privacy in drive a: and where we boot up as a directory. This describes an application, a communication system based on the the-
ory of the unified Mind. Instead of a plastic card, we would carry a personal booting diskette, or memory stick, wherever we go to give us access to whatever we want, because we are instantly recognized and intimately known for who we are and "where we come from", and what we best should do. This is strictly on the computer level. It is seen as a transforming tool during the "Second Generation of Man". In the image of its likeness, it is meant to prepare us in joy for our return home to our Source. It transforms our collective Spirit, uplifting us all. It is designed to act and interact as the unfailing mirror to our separate selves. If you don't like it, "just pull the plug". With the flick of a switch we turn it off, just as simple as that.

"Up & down goes my life, left & right do i connect." This is a statement which teaches how to recognize ones own coordinates, and how to use them. If we imagine us all standing on a horizontal plane, then we can say: instead of just standing there and contemplate, let's put a stick into the ground, look at it and call it our life line in location & time, our very own personal life. Everybody has a different one. It is the spark at the tip in the now which gives us life. This is up & down. Left & right is our relative or physical life. Here we connect to other sparks in the world of 4 dimensions in our pursuit of Spirit generation which is "up & down". Any problems here? Remember: Figure 2 assumes 2 spatial dimensions suppressed, and \( \{x\}dt \) forms the shell. Now can we add them back and instead of a single line, we really have 3 dimensions of space to go. But besides our freedom to choose from where to go within the structure of the Split, we still remain with bodies subject to relative time which we can measure and record and explore. This is our relative world. "Where 2 or more parts meet, spirit is generated by sharing thought and feeling, and we may add we were already told so by our Lord who is the Christ or God's Son in manifestation, and we wonder how long it may take for mankind to grasp the idea and to understand the concept.

[13.4.2]
14.0 Balance in Creation

Our field in Consciousness is based on the "1 Body theory in two dimensions and absolute time" \( \{x,t,\tau\} \), but our Kingdom is "shared perception in relative time integrated over absolute time" since absolute time still governs the universe. In our theory about the completion of "Creation in Perfection", absolute time is zero at \( t = 0 \) BC (a seemingly random event in our calibration of relative time), while the blind component to the complexity of Spirit, or God's Son in manifestation, is held in balance between the begin and the end of all manifestation. Assuming a complete cycle, we are looking at a \( \pm 12 \) million G capacity (or \( \pm 2 \) megaG per "Day") in the creation & demolition of the universe, if 1G stands for the Memory of shared perception measured in relative time from \( t = 0 \) BC to \( t = 1G \), meaning 2,000 years of common memory of "Split Man" on earth. At midnight 2,000 AD Greenwich Time, we celebrate the completion of our First Generation of Man and welcome the start of our Second Generation, the complimentary one, the one which leads us home. "CC" is the "added dimension of Sight", with our 3rd eye arranged to form a pyramid to oversee and interpret all perception, on our return.

Since Creation is perfect & complete, the Holy Spirit acts as the equalizing force for any situation within the Split. "HS" is the Law which binds us together. In itself it is not alive because the Holy Spirit is not real since the error is not real. He is the Answer of God to the error of Man. When the error is gone, He is gone too. He is the Force, an extension of God, which makes us act. He provides for the counter balance to the "error of sin" in eternal Mind. To the rest of us, He is like a computer, no inner or personal life, "an instrument" worth to be studied, if you like.

[14.0.1]
14.1 Family of Man

"One Generation" means "the experience in shared perception in the oneness of God's Mind, measured as a Memory Block from $t = 0$ BC to $t = +1G." Just as simple as that, flat across both Fields or cross-cuts, or "segments" as we say. It sets a standard of measurement; its content is held in between. This is reasonable to propose, to the intellect this makes sense. It is not the symbol which gives us fear, but the sudden freedom we enjoy to discuss and define these things in truth. This lifts us up in Spirit. "1G" defines Man. It holds in Memory "the Absolute in the Lord". He is 1 Generation ahead of His Flock. This is pure revelation. Defined as a point in Mind, here on earth at maximum universal expansion, "His Birth" sets the incident where the absolute and the relative meet in our outer circumstances. At each moment $t = 0$, we have perfect balance "in the Christ". There is no higher or lower, bigger or smaller. $\tau = 0$ means we are at Home. In the reflection to the birth of Christ, at $t = 1G$ we find our answer in $t = -1G$. This points clearly to Abraham and "the Family of Man". (If you run for public office, "family values" are in!) "1G" means a chunk of Man, filled (to the brim) with "Longing & Passion", a unit in eternal Mind which we use as a measuring stick to fathom Creation in width and in depth. It is a "Block of Memory in Mind." It is mighty to fill the universe with our presence.

Reality is void of fear. In the "Family of Man", we form relations in the "Body of the Christ". Here, our reference at $t = 1G$ becomes Abraham at $t = -1G$. Our body is offered to God, but not for its destruction.
14.2 Missing Link

Who or what is Abraham? Abraham is a mile stone in our Field of Consciousness. In our model of Man, he is our common ancestor. He is our link to the earth. We are related to him through our common blood. All right; i can hear the protest. All i can say is: you are not ready yet to accept the idea. Perhaps reincarnation is your salvation in order to see it this way. Ideas are real because they do not change. They are forever, and do not need any proof. Remember: the relationship between you and the rest of the world without you is conjugate complex. It does not matter to which degree; degrees count only in SC.

There is a Law in Mind: "You do not have to repeat what in Truth somebody else has already done for you." You can build up on it; you can pick any illusion you want. However it stands to reason that the thought of being nailed to the cross is not a very pleasant one. i venture to say that all desire in brutality and cruelty in the Split of our Mind should be perfectly balanced and satisfied at t = 0 BC, the true origin to Creation and its Kingdom, the doorway to the entrance of Spirit, the Son of God and as He enters manifestation. All else, we look at as "the Olympics in Suffering". Thank you very much. This is like trying to outdo the master. This is of a sick mind. However to build up on Abraham is easy. He has cleansed His Family. Clean up your mess at home. The rest may be forgiven; sort of thrown in for free as a special in the ±1G deal. The Lord is boss; don't come to me.
14.3 Answer to Man

What is the Answer? Creation is complete. Creation is complete by virtue of our revelation that maximum expansion has been overcome. To us in Consciousness, Creation is not complete yet, but in eternity, or the Mind of our Father, Creation is complete. The fact that God does not change His Mind is so amazing to us. God's Mind does not change, and in our Field of Consciousness we have no holes. Consciousness is this Field when integrated over time gives us Memory, or Knowledge of God about His Son. Each part in Him, His Son, who has ever breathed air or shall ever do so, has "a home address in the Kingdom", - another term for the data bank in God's Memory of shared perception in the Body of His Son on earth. In our Model of Reality, we may approximate reality, or as we think reality must be. This leads us to a sensation which makes us one with the universe. Sorry, what was the question? O yeah: "Who are we, where do we come from, where are we going?" In Him are we complete. The beauty with $t = 0$ BC is its proximity. We need not struggle to close the big loop of $\pm 12$ million G in order to reach home and find eternal peace. We do not have to go through that again. We have it right here. We get it for free. At $t$ equals zero G, He stands tall and mighty. One quarter of a wavelength away from there and where we stand today, this point is called: "one G".
Redemption is the Day when we Rise in Joy in the Knowledge "we are One". Listen to the "Chorus of Joy", visualize "die Ode zur Freiheit"! How better can you intonate? i tell you what: $t = 0$ BC already completed Creation. How come? We saw the Light! It came at the precise moment of maximum expansion of the Body of God's Son! In the Creation of our Kingdom, we in SC are $\frac{1}{2}\pi$ out of phase with respect to the Lord because we come from the earth. Bound by the earth we are 1G behind.

As we have reached the point in time which defines the First Generation of Man, it becomes the doorway for personal freedom. We return our bodies to what had been there before, and we can relate. But we come home with the Harvest of our Fruit. Go with Abraham. Within the Family of Man, let him heal your wounds! Here is your chance to have it all. The universe supports you as you heal from the inside out. Drop all planning, hug your wife; love your children. Love all people in the world. All you can see is the Christ. When is the Second Coming of the Lord? Was the first one not good enough? Does God make mistakes? His Second Coming is through us as we awaken in Him.

Thank You Father for Your Being, thank You Father for your Love.
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